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This document is part of the eID Scheme and describes the interface specifications for the eID Scheme Network. The specifications detail the
connection, security and messaging protocols for the interaction between the different roles in the eID Scheme.

The eID Scheme intends to be independent of technology where possible. These specifications are the main point where technology
independence is not a goal. Instead it is a goal to standardise as much as possible in order to guarantee interoperability throughout the eID
Scheme Network.

The following topics have not been included in these specifications and should be added in a future version.

Single Sign On / Sign Out
Authentication of an expected subject
Signing service
Machine to Machine 

Notational conventions
Reserved terms hyperlink to the glossary item like: . (to be completed)Reserved Term
References to (SAML) XML elements are indicated like this: .<element>
References to (SAML) XML attributes are indicated like this: .@attribute
References to the name of Attributes specified by this specification (to be included in SAML Attribute Statements) are indicated like
this: .AttributeName
References to external specifications are indicated like this: [Reference], where the Reference is listed in the appendix .References
Technical design decisions or discussion points are indicated like this:

Terminology
The keywords "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY",
and "OPTIONAL" in this specification are to be interpreted as described in IETF RFC 2119 [RFC 2119].
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General specifications
This chapter describes general specifications that apply to all interfaces, unless explicitly stated otherwise.

SAML
This paragraph describes how the interface specifications described in this document use/are built on the SAML specifications.

SAML for Declarations

The following Declarations are modelled as a SAML assertion:

Declaration of Identity;
Declaration of Authorisation Information;
Declaration of SectorID;
Declaration of Attribute;

In this document the terms Declaration and assertion are exchangeable.

SAML profiles

Since the eID Scheme aims to lower implementation barriers where possible, these specifications aim for full conformance with common
SAML profiles. These profiles are:

Web Browser SSO profile;
Attributes profile.

SAML version

Only SAML version 2.0, errata 5 (1 May 2012) SHALL be used, in conjunction with the below mentioned extension specifications.

SAML extensions

The following SAML extensions as approved by the OASIS SAML Technical Comittee will be used:

SAML V2.0 Attribute Extensions  
SAML V2.0 Metadata Extension for Entity Attributes
SAML V2.0 Identity Assurance Profiles V1.0

The Dutch Standardisation Forum (Forum Standaardisatie) has marked SAML as a comply or explain standard for federated
identity and Single Sign On. eHerkenning and DigiD already use this standard.

https://wiki.oasis-open.org/security/SAML2AttributeExt
https://wiki.oasis-open.org/security/SAML2MetadataAttr
https://wiki.oasis-open.org/security/SAML2IDAssuranceProfile


SAML V2.0 Metadata Extensions for Registration and Publication Information Version 1.0

SAML binding

Since the eID Scheme aims to lower implementation barriers where possible and strives to be conformant to existing profiles like the Kantara
eGov profile, these specifications specify one binding that is able to transport all required information still meeting the security requirements.

All SAML messages between eID Participants SHALL be exchanged over an HTTP artifact binding.

eID Brokers MAY offer additional bindings to their customers for receiving request messages.

In order to avoid caching of security information, for every HTTP request the following headers MUST be set:

Cache-Control = "no-cache, no-store"
Pragma = "no-cache"

 

 

 

Transport Layer Security
This paragraph describes the general transport layer security requirements.

SSL/TLS

All browser connections MUST be secured with [TLS 1.0] or higher. 
All direct communication between Participants (backchannel calls) MUST be secured with [TLS 1.2].

The [WS-I Basic Security Profile] mentions cipher suites that are discouraged. These cipher suites SHALL NOT be used.

SSL/TLS certificates

All Participants and public Service Providers MUST use PKI-Overheid G2 SSL certificates for securing connections.

Private Service Providers MUST use either

PKIoverheid G2 SSL certificates, or
Another SHA256 based Extended Validation SSL certificate, recognized by all common browsers

for securing connections.

All certificates must have a key length of minimal 2048 bits.

The (extended) key usage field of a certificate must allow use for SSL/TLS.

DNSSEC

Every Participant in the network MUST publish [DNSSEC] records for their domains registered for use within the eID-Scheme. Every
Participant SHOULD verify DNSSEC records when communicating with eID-scheme peers. For Service Providers it is RECOMMENDED to
publish and verify DNSSEC records.

Encrypting 'personal' information
Unless indicated explicitly otherwise, all SAML name identifiers and attributes that contain sensitive subject information (regardless whether
the subject is a natural or legal person) are encrypted during transport, so that only intended recipients can decrypt the information. This is
done through the standard mechanism for the encryption of SAML name identifiers and attributes (through SAML  and <EncryptedID> <Encry

, see SAML specifications) and the additional requirement that a new symmetric key must be generated per NameID/attribute.ptedAttribute>
The symmetric key will be included as EncryptedKey, encrypted to the recipient(s) based on his public key from his certificate.

The SAML Attributes that are not encrypted are gathered in a generic attribute statement (see ). ValuesGeneric eID attribute statement
belonging to the SAML core specifications are not encrypted. SAML transient SubjectID are used to link various Declarations, these are

The SAML  does not bind to any asynchronous binding according to the SAML specifications. However, to enable<AttributeQuery>
user interaction at the source – in order to meet user consent requirements or allow a user to select an applicable authorisation or
attribute – it is really necessary to have the User redirected to that source through an asynchronous binding. Therefore this
specification  require the  to be used with a HTTP artifact binding.does <AttributeQuery>

N.B. for machine-to-machine communication purposes also a SOAP binding for the interface with the Authorisation Information
Provider and the Scheme Authority will be specified. This will be part of a future version of this document.

http://docs.oasis-open.org/security/saml/Post2.0/saml-metadata-rpi/v1.0/saml-metadata-rpi-v1.0.pdf
https://wiki.eherkenning.nl/display/eid/Generic+eID+attribute+statement


never encrypted.

Message Security
This paragraph describes the general message security requirements.

Signing

Signing of messages

All messages (request and response, SAML and SOAP) MUST have their integrity protected by the sender of that message with an [XML
Signature].
When a message already inherits a signature for it's parent element; (ie. an AuthnRequest in an ArtifactResponse.) the child message MAY
contain an additional enveloped signature.

Signing of <Assertion> elements

All  elements must be signed by the  of that  with an enveloped [XML Signature].<Assertion> <Issuer> <Assertion>

Signing certificates

All eID Participants, Service Intermediaries and Service Providers MUST use a [PKI-Overheid] certificate for signing purposes. This
PKI-Overheid certificate SHALL contain the organisation's OIN as Subject.serialNumber.

All certificates MUST have a key length of minimal 2048 bits.

The (extended) key usage field of a certificate MUST allow use for message signing (key usage: digital signature).

All eID Participants (regardless of role) SHALL use a different key for message signing than the key used for transport layer security (even
though PKI-Overheid key usage would allow such a practice).

Service Providers and Service Intermediaries are RECOMMENDED to use different keys for message signing and transport layer security.

Signing algorithm

For all signing the RSA-SHA256 algorithm must be used.

Canonicalization method

For all canonicalization purposes, both in creating digests and creating the signature value, [XML C14N Exclusive Canonicalization] must be
used.

KeyInfo

A reference to the signing certificate SHALL be included as  element in the form of a  as specified in [XML<X509Data> <X509IssuerSerial>
Signature].

Validating signatures

The signature of every message and every  SHALL be verified, including validity of the certificate (chain), prior to further<Assertion>
processing the message/Assertion. Unsigned or invalid signed information SHALL NOT be processed.

Encryption

Encryption of data

 

All data encryption is done within the context of SAML-Messages and follows [XML-Encryption]. For all data encryption the following
encryption method MUST be used;   (aes256-cbc)http://www.w3.org/2001/04/xmlenc#aes256-cbc
(see ). For each distinct EncryptedAttribute or EncryptedID, a new symmetric encryption key SHALL beEncrypting ‘personal’ information
securely generated. This symmetric key SHALL than be encrypted to the recipient's encryption certificate. If an attribute or ID has multiple
intended recipients, the symmetric will be encrypted to each recipient based on his encryption certificate, resulting in multiple EncryptedKey
elements.

Note: PseudoIDs have distinct values per recipient and will result in a distinct element per recipient, each having its own symmetric
encryption key. PseudoIDs will thus never have multiple EncryptedKeys.

Encryption certificates

All eID Participants, Service Intermediaries and Service Providers MUST use a PKI-Overheid certificates for encryption purposes. This

http://www.w3.org/2001/04/xmlenc#aes256-cbc
https://wiki.eherkenning.nl/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=15402899


PKI-Overheid certificate SHALL contain the organisation's OIN as Subject.serialNumber.

All certificates MUST have a key length of minimal 2048 bits.

The (extended) key usage field of a certificate MUST allow use for (key) encryption (key usage 'keyEncipherment') to allow to be used for
encrypting the symmetric keys.

All eID Participants (regardless of role) SHALL use a different key for message encryption than the key used for transport layer security (even
though PKI-Overheid key usage would allow such a practice). The key used for message encryption MAY be the same key as the key used
for message signing.

Service Providers and Service Intermediaries are RECOMMENDED to use different keys for message encryption and transport layer
security.

Encryption of key

The symmetric key used to encrypt data can be exchanged using the asymmetric encryption based on the public key in the encryption
certificate. As key-encryption method the  (RSA-OAEP) method is used, in conjunctionhttp://www.w3.org/2001/04/xmlenc#rsa-oaep-mgf1p
with  (SHA1) as digest method, as specified in http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#sha1 http://www.w3.org/TR/2002/REC-xmlenc-core-20021
210/Overview.html#rsa-oaep-mgf1p

The @Recipient of the EncryptedKey SHALL be set to the EntityID of the intended recipient, deriving the EntityID from the recipient's
certificate. 

A reference to the certificate used to encrypt the SHALL be included as  element in the form of a  as<X509Data> <X509IssuerSerial>
specified in [XML Signature].

Matching entityID and signature / recipients for encryption

In all cases where a signed message has an Issuer element containing an entityID, the entityID SHALL be matched against the PKI-Overheid
certificate.

In all cases where data is encrypted to a recipient, directly or indirectly based on an entityID, the PKI-Overheid certificate used to encrypt the
symmetric key to, SHALL be matched against the entityID.

An entityID can be matched to a PKI-Overheid if and only if the following values match exactly:
Country code in the entityID matches the Subject.countryName in the PKI-Overheid certificate.
Unique numerical identifier (OIN for Dutch entities) in the entityID matches the Subject.serialNumber in the PKI-Overheid certificate.

SAML specific security

XML Signature specifications for SAML

This paragraph describes the specification for an XML  as used in SAML messages and s.<Signature> <Assertion>

Element/@Attribute 0..n Description

<Signature> 1  

@Id 0..1 May be used. No eID Scheme requirements.

  <SignedInfo> 1  

  @Id 0..1 May be used. No eID Scheme requirements.

   
<CanonicalizationMethod>

1  

    @Algorithm 1 MUST indicate Exclusive XML Canonicalization.

    <SignatureMethod> 1  

    @Algorithm 1 MUST indicate RSA-SHA256 (note that here also Exclusive XML Canonicalization must be used).

    <Reference> 1  

    @Id 0..1 May be used. No eID Scheme requirements.

    @URI 1 MUST refer to root element of the message/Assertion.

http://www.w3.org/2001/04/xmlenc#rsa-oaep-mgf1p
http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#sha1
http://www.w3.org/TR/2002/REC-xmlenc-core-20021210/Overview.html#rsa-oaep-mgf1p
http://www.w3.org/TR/2002/REC-xmlenc-core-20021210/Overview.html#rsa-oaep-mgf1p


    @Type 0..1 May be used. No eID Scheme requirements.

      <Transforms> 1  

        <Transform> 2  

        @Algorithm (1 )st 1 MUST indicate Exclusive XML Canonicalization.

        @Algorithm (2 )nd 1 MUST indicate an enveloped signature.

      <DigestMethod> 1  

      @Algorithm 1 MUST indicate SHA-256

      <DigestValue> 1 MUST contain digest value.

   <SignatureValue> 1 MUST contain signature value.

   <KeyInfo> 1  

      <KeyName> 0 Shall not be used.

      <KeyValue> 0 Shall not be used.

      <RetrievalMethod> 0 Shall not be used.

      <X509Data> 1 SHALL be used to reference the X509 certificate applicable to this signature.

         <X509IssuerSerial> 1  

           
<X509IssuerName>

1 SHALL be the name of the Issuer of the applicable certificate. Note: As per [XML Signature], the name
of the issuer MUST be expressed in the syntax of [RFC 4514].

           
<X509SerialNumber>

1 SHALL be the (X509v3) serial number of the certificate. Note: As per [XML Signature], this is the serial
number in decimal form (not hexadecimal as most tools use by default).

      <PGPData> 0 Shall not be used.

      <SPKIData> 0 Shall not be used.

      <MgmtData> 0 Shall not be used.

  <Object> 0 Shall not be used.

 

Linking of Declarations

It is intended that every Declaration that is based on another Declaration must be linked to that Declaration in an unbreakable manner.

For linking Declarations the following measures must be taken:

Referring to the Declaration: An ID to the referred Declaration is included in the  in the  element in an <Assertion> <Advice> <Assertio
 element. This allows for standard assessment of the referred Declaration (e.g. is it present, is it conform SAML specs).nIDRef>

Unbreakable link: In order to provide an unbreakable link to the referred Declaration the  of that Declaration is<SignatureValue>
included in the new Declaration as an attribute .LinkedAssertionSignatureValue

N.B. A Declaration can be linked to only one referred Declaration.

Handling attributes
Note: the contents of this paragraph only applies to attributes listed in the Attribute catalogue.

Attribute source and date (metadata)

Every attribute needs to come with an identifiable source and a date at which the attribute was last verified. This information will be
transported conform the SAML V2.0 Attribute Extensions v1.0 profile (http://docs.oasis-open.org/security/saml/Post2.0/sstc-saml-attribute-ex

)t-cd-01.html

The only mechanism provided by SAML off the shelve, is including (nesting) an , which does not allow for enough<Assertion>
flexibility while constructing an Authorisation Chain with belonging Declarations of Attribute. Therefore additional measures,
proprietary to these specifications have been taken.

https://wiki.eherkenning.nl/display/eid/Attribute+catalog
http://docs.oasis-open.org/security/saml/Post2.0/sstc-saml-attribute-ext-cd-01.html
http://docs.oasis-open.org/security/saml/Post2.0/sstc-saml-attribute-ext-cd-01.html


<saml:Attribute NameFormat="urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:attrname-format:uri" 
    Name="urn:eid-stelsel-nl:attribute:FirstName" 
    xmlns:ext="urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:attribute:ext" 
    ext:LastModified="2014-7-23T7:34:00Z" 
    ext:OriginalIssuer="urn:eid-stelsel-nl:sourceid:Passport">
       <saml:AttributeValue xsi:type="xs:string">Michiel</saml:AttributeValue>
</saml:Attribute>

Note that we refer to source instead of Issuer as semantic meaning for the 'OriginalIssuer' attribute. The Issuer is considered to be the entity
packing a certain attribute into a statement, where the source identifies the actual provider or carrier of the attribute. The 'LastModified'
attribute will convey the date the attribute was last checked with the source. Time format is specified under .Other

Attributes with multiple values

An attribute can contain multiple values, this will follow the default implementation of a single Attribute containing multiple AttributeValue
elements.

<saml:Attribute NameFormat="urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:attrname-format:uri"
Name="urn:eid-stelsel-nl:attribute:Bankaccounts"> 
    <saml:AttributeValue
xsi:type="xs:string">NL91INGB0006481668</saml:AttributeValue> 
    <saml:AttributeValue
xsi:type="xs:string">NL91INGB0003712814</saml:AttributeValue>
    <saml:AttributeValue
xsi:type="xs:string">NL91INGB0006481665</saml:AttributeValue>
</saml:Attribute>

Multiple attributes with same name

Because assertions must be able to contain different valued pseudonyms for several recipients, it is desirable to embed multiple attributes
with the same name (i.e. "PseudoIDs" like ActingSubjectID) in one statement. This may seem troublesome, but because all attributes are
encrypted, no attribute name is visible until after decryption. And since one pseudonym is only intended for one recipient, a recipient only
'sees' one pseudonym attribute.

Error handling
This topic describes how error MUST be handled within the network, to ensure that both users as well as Participants will be appropriately
informed and serviced. The main principal concerning error handling is that the error should be dealt with, there where it occurs within the
network.

Cancellation

In any normal user flow the user can choose to abort the request by pressing a cancel button. If the users does so, the Participant MUST
send the user back to the originating party, with a valid SAML message. This SAML message SHALL contain a
StatusCode.Value=AuthnFailed, a statusMessage SHOULD be included (i.e. ‘Authentication Cancelled’).

Wrongly formatted messages.

Whenever a party receives an illegal formatted message, that party SHOULD immediately abort the process. Illegally formatted messages
include messages that contain invalid XML, are not SAML messages, have an invalid Signature or use an unsupported SAML or
eID-Scheme version. The receiving party MUST report to the user that an unrecoverable error has occurred. The receiving party SHOULD
start an investigation, and SHOULD inform the sending party that an error has occurred. When informed the sending party MUST investigate
the occurred incident.

Example attribute extensions profile

Example multivalued attribute

https://wiki.eherkenning.nl/display/eid/Other


Functional incorrect messages

A message can also be invalid because it contains functional errors, for instance because a wrong issuer is supplied. Whenever a party
receives a message that doesn’t comply to the specification on a functional level that party MUST abort the process. The receiving party
MUST send the user back to the requester, with a valid SAML message, contain a SAML status code Requester, and a firstlevel status code
RequestDenied. The receiving party MUST include a SAML status message to indicate why the message has been denied (i.e. 'missing or
unknown issuer'). As an exception, a receiving Service Provider receiving an incorrect response (as an artefact) MAY abort the proces and
provide the User with an alternative.

Also a message could be send, that the receiving party is unable to answer. For instance because the requested Level of Assurance is not
supported by the Identity Provider in question. When a party receives a message that, from a functional perspective, it is unable to handle,
that party MUST abort the process. The receiving party MUST send the user back to the original requester with a valid SAML message, with
a SAML status code Responder, and a first level status code RequestUnsupported. The receiving party MUST include a SAML status
message which indicates the arisen problem (i.e. level not supported).

When a party receives a message that is too ‘old’, or when it receives a message that is unexpected at that moment in the user flow (for
instance unknown InResponseTo) that party MUST abort the process. The user has to be send back to the requester with a valid SAML
message, with SAML status code Responder, and a first level status code RequestDenied. The receiver MUST include a SAML status
message indicating the problem (i.e. ‘message invalid’).

The requester MUST investigate the arisen error. The requester informs the user of the reason of failure. The requester MAY offer the user
an alternative.

Sessions

Sessions at Service Providers

A Service Provider is responsible for local session management. During the session, the Service Provider MUST permanently offer and
display a log-out option. A Service Provider MUST implement the log-out functionality as follows:

Session cookies MUST be deleted and the session must be destroyed.
Submitted forms MUST be deleted (so that resubmitting the same form from the browser generates an error message).

Language Preference

Language preference

In eID, the language preference of the acting natural person can be specified, so the dialogue can take place in that language. Because
SAML 2.0 messages do not have a field for this and it is not desirable to use an extension in the messages, 'PreferredLanguage' MAY be
used as a query variable in the URL or provided as GET/POST variable, following ISO 639-1:2002.

Other

Character sets and encoding

Systems MUST support the MES-2 character set.
Characters MUST be UTF-8 encoded.

Optional elements and attributes

Optional elements and optional attributes MAY be included in messages. If an empty optional element or empty optional attribute is included,
it SHALL be treated as though the element or attribute was not present.

Time

All time MUST be indicated in Coordinated Universal Time (UTC), formatted as yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ssZ.
All eID Participants and Service Providers MUST synchronise with a stratum 2 or 3 NTP time server.

 

 

 

Data dictionary



 

This chapter describes all data elements used in the SAML messages.

Core data elements
All data elements that belong to the core of these specifications are prefixed with eid-stelsel-nl:core:

These data elements are included in SAML Attribute Statements as a SAML .<Attribute>

SAML  name<Attribute> Description Format

ActingSubjectID Identifies the Acting Subject.

If the Authorisation Chain is complete and
does not contain a Declaration of
Authorisation, the  in theActingSubjectID
Declaration of Identity also describes the
Legal Subject.

See .Subject identifiers

ActingSubjectIDType Identifies the type of the ActingSubjectID See Subject identifiers.

AuthorisationChainComplete If the  is either a Declaration of<Assertion>
Identity or a Declaration of Authorisation
(thus part of an Authorisation Chain) this field
indicates if the Authorisation Chain is
complete.

Boolean: 'false' or 'true'.

DeclarationType Identifies the type of Declaration in a SAML <
.Assertion>

Valid values are

"DeclarationOfIdentity",
"DeclarationOfAuthorisationInformation",
"DeclarationOfSectorID"
"DeclarationOfAttribute".

DeprecatedActingSubjectID Former ID of the Acting Subject, used for
migration purposes only.

See Subject identifiers.

DeprecatedActingSubjectIDType Identifies the type of the DeprecatedActingSu
bjectID

See Subject identifiers.

DeprecatedLegalSubjectID Former ID of the Legal Subject, used for
migration purposes only.

See Subject identifiers.

DeprecatedLegalSubjectIDType Identifies the type of the DeprecatedLegalSu
bjectID

See Subject identifiers.

DeprecatedSectorID Former  of a subject, used forSectorID
migration purposes only.

See .Sector identifiers

DeprecatedSectorIDType Identifies the type of .DeprecatedSectorID See Sector identifiers.

eIDSchemeVersion Version of the eID Scheme 1.0

EntityID ID of an entity active in the eID Scheme. Syntax as described in , e.g.Entity identifiers
urn:eid-scheme-nl:entityid:nl:00000003123456780000.

Evidence Contains the  elements that are<Assertion>
provided as evidence with the request.

One or more  elements. See <Assertion> XML
.Schema for Extensions element

IntendedAudience Identifies all parties that are intended to
process the content of the requested
assertion(s)

Contains the EntityIDs of all intended audiences for a
request.

LegalSubjectID Identifies the Legal Subject. See .Subject identifiers

LegalSubjectIDType Identifies the type of the .LegalSubjectID See Subject identifiers.

LevelOfAssurance Indicates the Level of Assurance in four
levels, one for lowest, four for highest. For a
request it is the required Level of Assurance.
For a response it is the Level of Assurance of
the 'weakest link' in the process. 
Processes must be assessed by an external
auditor.

Valid values are "LoA1", "LoA2", "LoA3" or "LoA4" 

N.B. Levels of Assurance may differ per type of
Declaration.

The exact levels and their meaning will be specified in
a separate document.

LinkedDeclarationSignatureValue Contains the value of the  <SignatureValue>
of the linked Declaration.

Base64

https://wiki.eherkenning.nl/display/eid/Subject+identifiers
https://wiki.eherkenning.nl/display/eid/Subject+identifiers
https://wiki.eherkenning.nl/display/eid/Subject+identifiers
https://wiki.eherkenning.nl/display/eid/Subject+identifiers
https://wiki.eherkenning.nl/display/eid/Subject+identifiers
https://wiki.eherkenning.nl/display/eid/Subject+identifiers
https://wiki.eherkenning.nl/display/eid/Sector+identifiers
https://wiki.eherkenning.nl/display/eid/Sector+identifiers
https://wiki.eherkenning.nl/display/eid/Entity+identifiers
https://wiki.eherkenning.nl/display/eid/XML+Schema+for+Extensions+element
https://wiki.eherkenning.nl/display/eid/XML+Schema+for+Extensions+element
https://wiki.eherkenning.nl/display/eid/Subject+identifiers
https://wiki.eherkenning.nl/display/eid/Subject+identifiers


ProvidedAttributes Contains names of the attributes that are
provided by the  of .<Issuer> <Assertion>
Only applicable to a Declaration of Attribute.
Note that generic attributes (e.g.
eIDSchemeVersion) will not be included.

One AttributeValue (type xs:string) containing a
provided attributes' name, per provided attribute.

Representation Indicates whether a Declaration of Identity is
used for acting on one's own behalf or to
represent another person. Used as extension
in a request to an IDP to express the
requested intend.

Boolean: 'false' or 'true'.

RequestedAttributes Contains the names of the attributes that are
requested from the recipient of the request.

One or more requested attributes. See XML Schema
.for Extensions element

RequestType Indicates in what is the purpose of a request. Valid values are

"DeclarationOfIdentity" to an Identity Provider
"DeclarationOfAuthorisationInformation" to an
Authorisation Information Provider
"DeclarationOfSectorID" to a SectorID Provider
"DeclarationOfAttribute" to an Attribute Provider
"Declarations" to an eID Broker.

SectorID Identifies a subject in a certain sector. See .Sector identifiers

SectorIDType Identifies the type of .SectorID See Sector identifiers.

ServiceID Identifies a service in the Service Catalogue. See .Service Catalog

ServiceRestrictions Can contain one or more restrictions for the
use of the service by the Acting Subject. E.g.
an XACML statement. Specification details
are not in scope of this document.

xs:any

Entity identifiers
In SAML messages all entity identifiers (entityIDs) are prefixed with : followed by a unique, formaleid-stelsel-nl:entityid:< code>country
registered numerical identifier for the entity in that country are used. Country code is the domicile of the entity, using ISO 3166-1 alpha-2.

 
For Dutch entities the resulting prefix is thus eid-stelsel-nl:entityid:NL:.
The OIN format is used to indicate Dutch Participants, Service Providers and Service Intermediaries. OIN stands for Organization Identifying
Number.
Note: Numbers from international trade registers or other comparable public registers are out of scope for release 2.0.

The OIN format is defined in DigiKoppeling. An OIN consists of the following concatenated elements:

An 8-digit prefix that tells the register where the number is defined
A number whose value depends on the applicable register

eID uses RSIN numbers (RSIN or formerly FI numbers), KvK (Dutch chamber of commerce) numbers and for migration purposes allows
numbers from the 'DigiKoppeling' register and branch numbers (" ). NB these last two are considered deprecated.vestigingsnummer"

RSIN/FI number — The FI number has the prefix 00000001 or 00000002. The number consists of 9 digits and a 3-digit
suffix. For prefix 00000001, the suffix is always 000.
KvK nummer — The KvK number has the prefix 00000003. The number consists of the 8-digit KvK number with the
suffix 0000.
DigiKoppeling — Logius provides this number to service providers that do not have or do not have their own KvK
number. The number from the DigiKoppeling register has the prefix 00000004. 
Vestigingsnummer — The branch number has the prefix 00000006. The number consists of the 12-digit branch number.

 
Since PKI-Overheid certificates are used, entity identifiers can be strongly matched to the certificates used by that entity as detailed under M

.essage security

Subject identifiers
All SectorID's (see ) can be used to identify a subject. In addition the following subject identifiers can be used. All subjectSector identifiers
identifiers are prefixed with eid-stelsel-nl:subjectid:

Subject Identifier Description Format

PseudoID Pseudonym identifying a natural person. See PseudoID
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KvK-nummer Number of entity registered with the Dutch Chamber of Commerce (" ").Kamer van Koophandel 8 digit number

Vestigingsnummer Number of a location related to an entity registered with the Dutch Chamber of Commerce. 12 digit number

RSIN ID of a Dutch legal entity 9 digit number

N.B. Values for PseudoID are audience specific. Therefore, one PseudoID per audience can be included in an . For the other<Assertion>
Subject Identifiers this is not necessary.

Deprecated subject identifiers

For migration purposes several fields containing deprecated subject identifiers are specified. See .Core data elements

In addition to the specified subject identifiers (which may exist as deprecated as well, e.g. in case of changing pseudoIDs), the following
types of deprecated subject identifiers are specified.

Deprecated Subject Identifier Description Format

eHerkenningPseudoID Pseudonym as currently used by eHerkenning  

All deprecated subject identifiers (also those based on non-deprecated subject identifiers) are prefixed with eid-stelsel-nl:deprecatedsubje
ctid:

Note that within the context of the eID Scheme these identifiers SHALL only be used for migration purposes.

PseudoIDs

This paragraph describes the use and format of pseudoIDs with the different interfacesPseudoIDs in the eID scheme are based on
cryptographic properties of elliptic curves. For a full description, see [Polymorphic Pseudonymization].

Usages of PseudoID

Registration
Polymorphic PseudoID
Encrypted PseudoID

Usages
Encrypted PseudoID
Static Encrypted PseudoID

Format for PseudoIDs

A PseudoID is a (combination of) point(s) on elliptic curves. In order for the PseudoIDs to be properly usable in the eID-scheme, some
additional information is needed as well. This information is needed for practical management and secure implementation of pseudoID in the
eID Scheme and consists of elements like versioning (for key management), recipient and timestamps. The syntax for expressing a
PseudoIDs with this information is listed below.

Values of the notations below SHALL be represented in SAML as the base64 encoding of the DER-encoded structure in ASN.1 notation.

Polymorphic PseudoID

A polymorphic pseudoID consists of 3 points on an elliptic curve. Polymorphic pseudoIDs are used in K7 Interface Identity Provider or
. The notation for a complete polymorphic pseudoID is as follows:Authorisation Information Provider – Scheme Authority

PolymorphicPseudoID ::= SEQUENCE {
        NotationIdentifier  OBJECT IDENTIFIER (id-eID-polymorphic-pseudoid),
        SchemeVersion       INTEGER,
        SchemeKeyVersion    INTEGER,
        Recipient           IA5String,
        Points              EllipticCurvePoints,
        RequestDigest       OCTET STRING,
        Marker              AuditElement
}

Herein the SchemeVersion indicates the version of the cryptograhic scheme and SHALL start at 1. The SchemeKeyVersion is a version that
SHALL start at 1 and represents the effective set of long term pseudoID scheme key (K1, K2 and K3 and the signing key). The recipient
SHALL contain the entityID of the recipient. The field Points contains the actual points that form the polymorphic pseudoID. The

Polymorphic pseudoID ASN.1 notation
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RequestDigest SHALL contain a digest of the request for which the Pseudonym Provider supplied this polymorphic pseudoID. Finally, Marker
is used for audit purposes, as described below.

EllipticCurvePoints SEQUENCE ::= {
        e1    EllipticCurvePoint,
        e2    EllipticCurvePoint,
        e3    EllipticCurvePoint
}

EllipticCurvePoint SEQUENCE ::= {
        X     INTEGER,
        Y     INTEGER
}

AuditElement SEQUENCE ::= {
        GeneratingDeviceId       INTEGER,
        EncryptedSequenceNumber  INTEGER,
        SigningKeyVersion        INTEGER,
        SignatureValue           OCTET STRING
}

An AuditElement consists of an identifier for the generating device (HSM) and an encrypted (non-traceable ) sequence number from that 
device. The sequence number can be used in case of a comprise of (access to) the generating device, so that pseudoIDs can be
revoked/invalidated/replaced. The SigningKeyVersion and SignatureValue can be used to assert the authenticity of the pseudoID.

id-eID-scheme-nl OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { joint-iso-itu-t(2) country(16) nl(528)
nederlandse-organisatie(1) nederlandse-overheid(1003) ..... TODO }

id-eID-ids OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { id-eID-scheme-nl 1 }

id-eID-pseudoids OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { id-eID-ids 1 }

id-eID-polymorphic-pseudoid OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { id-eID-pseudoids 1 }

Encrypted PseudoID

An encrypted pseudoID consists of 3 points on an elliptic curve. The notation for a complete polymorphic pseudoID is as follows:

EncryptedPseudoID ::= SEQUENCE {
        NotationIdentifier  OBJECT IDENTIFIER (id-eID-encrypted-pseudoid),
        SchemeVersion       INTEGER,
        SchemeKeyVersion    INTEGER,
        Recipient           IA5String,
        RecipientKeySet     RecipientKeyVersions,
        EllipticCurvePoints EllipticCurvePoints,
        Marker              AuditElement
}

The fields correspond to the same fields in a polymorphic pseudoID. New in an encrypted PseudoID is the RecipientKeySet, which holds
version numbers for the recipient's keys for pseudoIDs (DK and SK):

RecipientKeyVersions ::= SEQUENCE {
        DKversion    INTEGER,
        SKVersion    INTEGER
}

Encrypted pseudoID ASN.1 notation



id-eID-encrypted-pseudoid OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { id-eID-pseudoids 2 }

Static Encrypted PseudoID

A static encrypted pseudoID (SEP) consists of 3 points on an elliptic curve. The notation for a complete polymorphic pseudoID is as follows:

StaticEncryptedPseudoID ::= SEQUENCE {
        NotationIdentifier  OBJECT IDENTIFIER (id-eID-static-encrypted-pseudoid),
        SchemeVersion       INTEGER,
        SchemeKeyVersion    INTEGER,
        Recipient           IA5String,
        RecipientKeySet     RecipientKeyVersions,
        EllipticCurvePoints EllipticCurvePoints,
        Marker              AuditElement
}

Version and DK-keygeneration SHALL start at 1. Recipient SHALL be the entityID of the recipient for whom the PseudoID is generated.

id-eID-static-encrypted-pseudoid OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { id-eID-pseudoids 3 }

PseudoID

Finally, a (static) encrypted polymorphic pseudoID can be decrypted into a pseudoID, consisting of 1 point on an elliptic curve. The PseudoID
is not directly used in any of the interfaces, but is the RECOMMENDED representation of a pseudoID for a relying party to use after
decryption of a (static) encrypted pseudoID.

PseudoID ::= SEQUENCE {
        NotationIdentifier  OBJECT IDENTIFIER (id-eID-pseudoid),
        SchemeVersion       INTEGER,
        SchemeKeyVersion    INTEGER,
        Recipient           IA5String,
        RecipientKeySet     RecipientKeyVersions,
        EllipticCurvePoint  EllipticCurvePoint,
        Marker              AuditElement
}

id-eID-pseudoid OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { id-eID-pseudoids 4 }

Sector Identifiers
All sector identifiers are prefixed with eid-stelsel-nl:sectorid:

Sector Identifier Description Format

BSN Dutch citizen service number. Issued and maintained by the Dutch government. 9 digit number

Attribute catalog
All attributes describing subjects are prefixed with eid-stelsel-nl:attribute:

Static Encrypted pseudoID (SEP) ASN.1 notation

Static Encrypted pseudoID (SEP) ASN.1 notation



1.  
2.  

Descriptions and formats tbd.

Attribute Description Format Allowed Source (shortID)

FirstName  First given name of a natural person String max 200 1, 2, 3

Initials The first letter(s) of the given name s of a natural person String max 35 1, 2, 3

FamilyName The surname or last name of the natural person String max 200 1, 2, 3

DateOfBirth The date of of birth of the natural person.
In accordance with the GBA illegal dates are allowed. 
The following formats may occur jjjjmmdd, jjjjmm00, jjjj0000, 00000000

Numeric 6
yyyymmdd

1, 2, 3

18OrOlder  A 'True' or 'False' indication whatever the natural person is over 18.  true/false 4

16OrOlder  A 'True' or 'False' indication whatever the natural person is over 16.   true/false  4

12OrOlder   A 'True' or 'False' indication whatever the natural person is over 12.   true/false 4

65OrOlder   A 'True' or 'False' indication whatever the natural person is over 65.   true/false 4

PlaceOfBirth  Indicates the places of birth of the natural person String max 40 1, 2, 3

Gender The gender of the natural person "M", "F", "U" 1, 2, 3

Streetname The street name  String max 24 3, 5

House Number The numeric identification of the object as designated by the municipality    numeric max 5 3, 5

House letter An alphanumeric suffix to the house number a-z
A-Z

 3,5

House Number addition The letters and or symbols added to the house number,
required to correctly establish the (postal) address

 alphanumeric 4  3, 5

House Number Designation Designation used for addresses that are not designated with the usual
streetname and housenumber designation

 'by','to'  3,5

Postal Code  The postal code of the dutch  alphanumeric 6 3, 5

 

Note: the special attribute eid-stelsel-nl:attribute:None is reserved for use in , to indicate no attributes are requested.SAML Metadata SP's

 

Attribute source identifiers
In order to identify the source two mechanism can be used:

Identification of one of the sources specified in this paragraph
An entity identifier (see  ) without the prefix.Entity identifiers

All source identifiers are prefixed with eid-stelsel-nl:sourceid:

Source Identifier ShortID Description

NLWID 1 Obtained by Issuer from a Dutch passport, drivers license or ID card

NLWIDCopy 2 Obtained by Issuer from a copy of a Dutch passport, drivers license or ID card

NLGBA 3 Obtained by Issuer from the Dutch GBA

Calculated 4 Derived by calculation from 1, 2 or 3

SelfDeclared 5 Obtained from subject, without check by Issuer

 

Metadata Catalogs
 

This chapter describes the Metadata and Service Catalog that has to be provided by parties and is available to find parties in the network and
the details needed to connect with them.All parties in the network have to be able to find connection details for other parties in the network.
By publishing and sharing this data, no bilateral configuration and set up are needed.

These details includes at least the role(s), technical communication addresses (endpoints), certificates to exchange verifiable identities with
associated keys, supported IDs/attributes and names for displaying to end users of all parties. By including the trust level of the Governance
Body, the trust from the trusted third party in a peer can be established.

Overview
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For the entire network, four forms of metadata are applicable in the eID scheme.

SAML Metadata per Participant

As per the SAML standards, Metadata is the default format for exchanging connectivity details among peers in a federation. This SAML
Metadata is used within the eID scheme to publish the details of each Participant to the Network.

SAML Metadata for Network

The Governance Body collects and validates all SAML Metadata from the approved Participants and publishes this Metadata of all
Participants (thus excluding SP's/SI's), aggregated to describe the entire Network at once. The Governance Body signs this SAML Metadata
file, thus forming the trust basis for the eID Scheme as a whole.

All parties in the eID scheme can use this SAML Metadata to verify keys and assigned assurance levels when receiving SAML messages or
Assertions.

SAML Metadata of Service Providers

Although the SP and Broker do have a bilateral relation, the eID scheme defines the SAML Metadata between the SP  and the Broker to
impose interoperability. Furthermore, the Broker facilitates the Service Provider in publishing Service information into the Service Catalog
(described next), which has a number of elements in common with the SP Metadata.



Service Catalog

SAML Metadata cannot express all functionality as needed by the eID scheme, in particular for Services. The Service Catalog is a second
set of metadata aggregated and published by the Governance Body, via the Brokers of the Service Providers. The Service Catalog describes
the Services registered for the eID scheme and their details.

SAML Metadata Participants
Participants and Service Providers MUST use SAML Metadata in the eID network to describe the URLs, certificates and other properties.
Participants supply their specific Metadata to the Governance Body, which validates, aggregates and publishes it according to  . Each
Participant MUST publish SAML metadata for the Governance Body complying to the SAML V2.0 Metadata and as described in this section.

Metadata for participants

A Participant MUST supply Metadata to the Governance Body for every system that implements a role of the Participant in the Network. 
A Participant MUST NOT supply Metadata for a role or functionality it has not been assigned or is not certified for.

Supplying Metadata to Governance Body

A Participant that have several Roles in the network MUST supply metadata for each Role as one separate <EntityDescriptor>. An
<EntityDescriptor> can be supplied to the Governance Body in two manners: a file per Participant per Role or a single file for all Roles of a
Participant.

In case Metadata is published as a file per Role, Metadata SHALL be supplied as a signed document consisting of the
<EntityDescriptor>.
In case Metadata is supplied as a single file for all Roles, Metadata SHALL be published as a signed document consisting of an
<EntitiesDescriptor>. This SHALL be identical to the structure used for the , with the exception that only oneSAML Metadata Network
<EntityDescriptor> element per Role will be present and <EntitiesDescriptor> elements will only be present for Roles the Participant
fulfils.

Signing metadata MUST meet the requirements for . The signature over the Metadata document MUST be createdSigning and encrypting
using the private key for a PKI-Overheid certificate valid for the entityID of the Participant.

The Metadata file(s) SHALL be published on (a) fixed location(s), that will be communicated out of band via governance procedures. The
Metadata will be retrieved for processing on fixed intervals, as will be specified by the Governance Body.

<EntityDescriptor>

Each <EntityDescriptor> element MUST contain the @entityID, MAY contain an @ID and MUST NOT contain other XML attributes.
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
 <md:EntityDescriptor 
 ID="[reference for dsig]" 
 xmlns:md="urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:metadata"
xmlns:attr="urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:metadata:attribute"
xmlns:ds="http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#" 
 entityID="<EntityID>" > 
 <ds:Signature>...</ds:Signature> 
... 
</md:EntityDescriptor>

Each <EntityDescriptor> MUST contain one or more elements of the type <ContactPerson> containing the name, email address, and
telephone number of the people that can be contacted by other Participants or the eID-scheme Governance Body in the event of an incident. 
The Metadata MUST contain data about one's own Organization by including one element of the type <Organization>, which describes the
name (<OrganizationName>), the readable name for users (<OrganizationDisplayName>) and the website (<OrganizationURL>). The same
role MAY be provided by several systems, Metadata MUST contain a different RoleDescriptor (<IDPSSODescriptor>, <SPSSODescriptor> or
<AttributeAuthorityDescriptor>) for each system under a single <EntityDescriptor>.

For each Participant and for each Role, an <EntityDescriptor> SHALL contain the following:

Element/@Attribute 0..n Description

@ID 0..1 An identifier within the XML-document, MAY be used.

@entityID 1 Shall contain the entityID of the participant, see .Entity identifiers

@validUntil 0 Shall not be used.

@cacheDuration 0 Shall not be used.

    <Signature> 0 Shall not be used.

    <Extensions> 1  

        <EntityAttributes> 1 <EntityAttributes> as per .SAML Entities Attributes specification

            <Attribute> 1  

                @Name 1 SHALL contain 'urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:attribute:profiles:assurance-certification', as per SA
 specification.ML Identity Assurance

                Format@Name 0..1 MAY be used, SHALL contain 'urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:attrname-format:uri' if present.

                <AttributeValue> 1 SHALL contain the level of assurance the participant is certified for, e.g.
urn:eid-scheme-nl:LoA:classes:LoA3.

    <RoleDescriptor> 0 Shall not be used.

    <IDPSSODescriptor> 0..n SHALL be used for Identity Providers and Brokers, describing the endpoint and keys when logging
on (from Broker for IDPs, from SPs for Broker). SHALL NOT be used for other Roles.

See below.

    <SPSSODescriptor> 0..n SHALL be used for Brokers, describing the endpoints and keys to be used when querying the
other network roles. SHALL NOT be used for other Roles.

See below.

    <AuthnAuthorityDescriptor> 0 Shall not be used.

   
<AttributeAuthorityDescriptor>

0..n SHALL be used for AIP, SIP and AP, describing the endpoints and keys to be used when querying
these roles. SHALL NOT be used for for other Roles.

See below.

    <PDPDescriptor> 0 Shall not be used.

    <Organization> 1  

        <OrganizationName> 2..n SHALL contain the organization's formal Name. At least a Dutch and an English version shall be
given.

Example Expand

source
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            @lang 1  

       
<OrganizationDisplayName>

2..n SHALL contain the organization's Name to be displayed. At least a Dutch and an English version
shall be given.

            @lang 1  

        <OrganizationURL> 1..n SHALL contain a URL to the organization's website. At least a link to a Dutch page shall be given.

            @lang 1  

    <ContactPerson> 0..n One or more contact persons SHALL be provided. Note that contact persons may be provided
under specific descriptors for some roles.

Note that information of contact persons of Participants will not be published publicly and will only
be shared with Participants in the Network.

        <Extensions> 0 Shall not be used.

        <Company> 0..1 MAY be used.

        <GivenName> 0..1 MAY be used.

        <SurName> 0..1 MAY be used.

        <EmailAddress> 0..1 SHOULD be used. Either an email address or a telephone number SHALL be provided at
minimum.

        <TelephoneNumber> 0..1 SHOULD be used. Either an email address or a telephone number SHALL be provided at
minimum.

   
<AdditionalMetadataLocation>

0 Shall not be used.

Level of assurance

A Participant MUST include the assurance level – at which the Participant was certified for a role and for which requests can be processed –
in the <EntityDescriptor> of each role in the form of SAML Attribute as an extension of the <EntityDescriptor> element as described in the
document SAML V2.0 Identity Assurance Profiles Version 1.0 (which uses the SAML V2.0 Metadata Extension for Entity Attributes Version
1.0).

...
  <md:Extensions>
    <attr:EntityAttributes>
      <saml:Attribute NameFormat="urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:attrname-format:uri"
Name="urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:attribute:assurance-certification">
       
<saml:AttributeValue>urn:eid-stelsel-nl:LoA:classes:LoA4</saml:AttributeValue>
      </saml:Attribute>
    </attr:EntityAttributes>
  </md:Extensions>
...

Versions

Entities can support more than one version of the eID scheme specifications at some moment in time. In order to support multiple operational
versions at once, the Participant can be expressed supported versions per . All endpoints and keys listed under one <SSODescriptor> <SSO

, SHALL adhere to the specification of the eID scheme specification version stated for that .Descriptor> <SSODescriptor>

The version is included as a SAML Extension. An additional extension is available to specify validity for an . The validity of<SSODescriptor>
a  SHALL not overlap with another  of the same time and for the same eID scheme Version.<SSODescriptor> <SSODescriptor>

Example Expand

source



...
  <md:Extensions>
    <eidmd:eIDMetadataScope>
        <eidmd:eidSchemeVersion>1.0</eidmd:eidSchemeVersion>
        <eidmd:validFrom>2014-11-01T14:00:00Z<eidmd:validFrom>
        <eidmd:validUntil>2014-11-01T14:00:00Z<eidmd:validUntil>
    </eidmd:eIDMetadataScope>
 </md:Extensions>
...

Participant SSODescriptors

Each Participant SHALL include a SSODescriptors for each system implementing a Role. An IDP SHALL use an <IDPSSODescriptor>, a
Broker SHALL use an <IDPSSODescriptor> for SP to use and an <SPSSODescriptor> for within the network and an AIP, SIP or AP SHALL
use a <AttributeAuthorityDescriptor>.

<IDPSSODescriptor>

An <EntityDescriptor> for an IDP or Broker SHALL include an <IDPSSODescriptor> element for each system under his <EntityDescriptor>.
The <IDPSSODescriptor> of a Broker is intended for use by Service Providers. An <IDPSSODescriptor> contains:

Element/@Attribute 0..n Description

@ID 0..1 An identifier within the XML-document, MAY be used.

@validUntil 1 SHOULD be used in case this system will cease to be operational at a certain moment in the
future, SHOULD be empty otherwise. Systems no longer operational SHALL not be included at
all.

@cacheDuration 0 Shall not be used.

@protocolSupportEnumeration 1 SHALL contain 'urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:protocol'.

@errorURL 0..1 May be present.

@WantAuthnRequestsSigned 1 SHALL be 'true'.

<Signature> 0 Shall not be used.

<Extensions> 1  

    <eIDMetadataSupport> 1  

        <eidSchemeVersion> 1..n SHALL contain the eIDSchemeVersion(s) supported by this system.

            @validFrom 1 SHALL contain the date and time this system becomes operational for this version.

            @validUntil 0..1 SHOULD be used in case this system will cease to be operational for this version at a certain
moment in the future, SHOULD be empty otherwise.

<KeyDescriptor> 1..n For both IDP and Broker, a (set) of signing key(s) SHALL be provided.

    @use 1 SHALL indicate the usage for the described key(set).

    <KeyInfo> 1..n SHALL be present

        <X509Data> 1  

            <X509Certificate> 1 SHALL contain a certificate in base64.

    <EncryptionMethod> 0 Shall not be used.

<Organization> 0 Shall not be used.

Example Expand
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<ContactPerson> 2..n SHALL be used; at least one for each of the following contactTypes:

technical
support

Note that information of contact persons of Participants will not be published  will onlypublicly and 
be shared with Participants in the Network.

<ArtifactResolutionService> 1..n At least one SHALL be present, describing an endpoint where to obtain (response) artifacts.

    @Binding 1 Shall contain 'urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:bindings:SOAP'.

    @Location 1 URL of the Endpoint of this artifact resolution service.

    @Index 1 A number for this endpoint, SHALL be unique within all endpoint indices of an Entity.

    @isDefault 0..1 MAY be used to indicate the default endpoint.

    @ResponseLocation 0 Shall not be used.

<SingleLogoutService> 0 Shall not be used.

<ManageNameIDService> 0 Shall not be used.

<NameIDFormat> 0..n MAY be used. SHALL be 'urn:nl:eid-scheme:subjectid:PseudoID' for IDPs. Brokers may have all
supported Subject and Sector ID formats listed.

<SingleSignOnService> 1..n SHALL be present, describing the endpoint for this service.

    @Binding 1 SHALL contain 'urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:bindings:HTTP-Artifact'. Brokers MAY include
<SingleSignOnService> for other Bindings, but SHALL include at least one for the Artifact-binding.

    @Location 1 URL of the Endpoint of this (single-sign on) authentication service.

    @ResponseLocation 0 Shall not be used.

<NameIDMappingService> 0 Shall not be used.

<AssertionIDRequestService> 0 Shall not be used.

<AttributeProfile> 0..1 MAY be used, SHALL be 'urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:profiles:attribute:basic' if present.

<Attribute> 0..1 For IDPs, SHALL be present if the IDP can provide attributes, one element per attribute that can
be provided SHALL be listed.

    @Name 1 Fully qualified name (URI) of a provided attribute, e.g. 'urn:eid-scheme-nl:attribute:Gender'.

    Format@Name 0..1 Shall contain 'urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:attrname-format:uri', if present.

    @FriendlyName 0..1 MAY be used to provide a readable name for this attribute.

<SPSSODescriptor>

An <EntityDescriptor> for a Broker SHALL contain a <SPSSODescriptor> for each system implementing the Broker role, with the following
properties:

Element/@Attribute 0..n Description

@ID 0..1 An identifier within the XML-document, MAY be used.

@validUntil 1 SHOULD be used in case this system will cease to be operational at a certain moment in the
future, SHOULD be empty otherwise. Systems no longer operational SHALL not be included at
all.

@cacheDuration 0 Shall not be used.

@protocolSupportEnumeration 1 SHALL contain 'urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:protocol'.

@errorURL 0..1 MAY be present.

@AuthnRequestsSigned 1 SHALL be 'true'.

@WantAuthnRequestsSigned 1 SHALL be 'true'.

<Signature> 0 Shall not be used.

<Extensions> 0 Shall not be used.



    <eIDMetadataSupport> 1  

        <eidSchemeVersion> 1..n SHALL contain the eIDSchemeVersion(s) supported by this system.

            @validFrom 1 SHALL contain the date and time this system becomes operational for this version.

<KeyDescriptor> 1..n SHALL be present. A (set) of signing key(s) SHALL be provided.

    @use 1 SHALL indicate the usage for the described key(set).

    <KeyInfo> 1..n SHALL be present

        <X509Data> 1  

            <X509Certificate> 1 SHALL contain a certificate in base64.

    <EncryptionMethod> 0 Shall not be used.

<Organization> 0 Shall not be used.

<ContactPerson> 2..n SHALL be used; at least one for each of the following contactTypes:

technical
support

Note that information of contact persons of Participants will not be published will onlypublicly and 
be shared with Participants in the Network.

<ArtifactResolutionService> 1..n At least one SHALL be present, describing an endpoint where to obtain (request) artifacts.

    @Binding 1 SHALL contain 'urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:bindings:SOAP'.

    @Location 1 URL of the Endpoint of this artifact resolution service.

    @Index 1 A number for this endpoint, unique within all endpoint indices of an Entity.

    @isDefault 0..1 MAY be used to indicate the default endpoint.

    @ResponseLocation 0 Shall not be used.

<SingleLogoutService> 0 Shall not be used.

<ManageNameIDService> 0 Shall not be used.

<NameIDFormat> 0 Shall not be used.

<AssertionConsumerService> 1..n SHALL be present, describing the endpoint for this service.

    @Binding 1 SHALL contain 'urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:bindings:HTTP-Artifact'.

    @Location 1 URL of the Endpoint of this assertion consuming service.

    @Index 1 A number for this endpoint, SHALL be unique within all endpoint indices of an Entity.

    @isDefault 0..1 MAY be used to indicate the default endpoint.

    @ResponseLocation 0 Shall not be used.

<AttributeConsumingService> 0 Shall not be used for a Broker.

<AttributeAuthorityDescriptor>

An <EntityDescriptor> for an AIP, SIP or AP SHALL contain one <AttributeAuthorityDescriptor> for each system implementing that role, with
the following properties:

Element/@Attribute 0..n Description

@ID 0..1 An identifier within the XML-document, MAY be used.

@validUntil 1 SHOULD be used in case this system will cease to be operational at a certain moment in the
future, SHOULD be empty otherwise. Systems no longer operational SHALL not be included at
all.

@cacheDuration 0 Shall not be used.

@protocolSupportEnumeration 1 SHALL contain 'urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:protocol'.

@errorURL 0..1 MAY be present.



Signature 0 Shall not be used.

<Extensions> 1  

    <eIDMetadataSupport> 1  

        <eidSchemeVersion> 1..n SHALL contain the eIDSchemeVersion supported by this system.

            @validFrom 1 SHALL contain the date and time this system becomes operational for this version.

   
<ArtifactResolutionServices>

1  

       
<ArtifactResolutionService>

1..n At least one SHALL be present, describing an endpoint where to obtain (response) artifacts.

        @Binding 1 SHALL contain 'urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:bindings:SOAP'.

        @Location 1 URL of the Endpoint of this service.

        @Index 1 A number for this endpoint, SHALL be unique within all endpoint indices of an Entity.

        @isDefault 0..1 May be used to indicate the default endpoint.

        @ResponseLocation 0 Shall not be used.

<KeyDescriptor> 1..n SHALL be present. A (set) of signing key(s) SHALL be provided.

    @use 1 SHALL indicate the usage for the described key(set).

    <KeyInfo> 1..n SHALL be present

        <X509Data> 1  

            <X509Certificate> 1 SHALL contain a certificate in base64.

    <EncryptionMethod> 0 Shall not be used.

<Organization> 0 Shall not be used.

<ContactPerson> 2..n SHALL be used; at least one for each of the following contactTypes:

technical
support

Note that information of contact persons of Participants will not be published will onlypublicly and 
be shared with Participants in the Network.

<AttributeService> 1  

    @Binding 1 SHALL contain 'urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:bindings:HTTP-Artifact'.

    @Location 1 URL of the Endpoint of this service.

    @ResponseLocation 0 Shall not be used.

<AssertionIDRequestService> 0  

<NameIDFormat> 0..n SHALL be used for AIP and SIP, one value for each supported NameID format. SHALL NOT be
present for AP.

<AttributeProfile> 0..1 MAY be used, SHALL be 'urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:profiles:attribute:basic' if present.

<Attribute> 0..1 For APs, SHALL be present. For AIPs and SPs, MAY be present if the AIP/SP can provide
attributes. One element per attribute that can be provided SHALL be listed.

    @Name 1 Fully qualified name (URI) of a provided attribute, e.g. 'urn:eid-scheme-nl:attribute:Gender'.

    Format@Name 0..1 SHALL contain 'urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:attrname-format:uri', if present.

    @FriendlyName 0..1 MAY be used to provide a readable name for this attribute.

 

 

 



SAML Metadata Network
This chapter describes how the Governance Body will validate, aggregate and publish the Metadata of all Participants in a single eID
Network Metadata.

Supply of Metadata by Governance Body

The Governance Body collects Participants' metadata, validates these for conformity, deletes the signatures and aggregates all Metadata
into one file. The aggregated Metadata consists of a signed <EntitiesDecriptor> document. The <EntitiesDescriptor> document SHALL
contain 5 <EntitiesDescriptor> child elements, one for each of the Roles of the Participants in the Network. Each <EntitiesDescriptor>
element SHALL contain the Metadata for each Participant implementing that Role as a <EntityDescriptor>.

The Governance Body publishes the Metadata on a fixed location, that will be communicated out of band via governance procedures. The
Metadata will be published on fixed intervals, as will be specified by the Governance Body. All Participants SHALL acquire, validate and
process the Metadata within a specified timeframe after publication. A participant MUST use an automated process to update the Metadata.
A participant MUST be able to start this automated process (i.e., manually) between specified periods in agreement with the Governance
Body, to accommodate rollback or other unscheduled changes.

The Metadata is public, so Service Providers can validate Assertions independently. Brokers MAY duplicate the Network Metadata on public
locations, to provide it to their contracted Service Providers.

In order to maintain the privacy of the Participant contacts' details in the Metadata, the contact details of Participants will be removed from the
public version. The contact details SHALL be shared, by means that garantuee between Participants in order to facilitateconfidentially, 
communication in case of incidents.

The Network Metadata document is the signed <EntitiesDescriptor>. The signature MUST meet the requirements described in Message
. The Governance Body SHALL sign the document using the private key of a PKI-Overheid certificate of the Governance Body.security

Naming and versioning

The @Name attribute of the <EntitiesDescriptor> element of the Metadata SHALL have a value formatted as urn:nl:eid-scheme-nl:metadat
. Herein  indicates the version of the Metadata/framework and  the status of the describeda: :<VERSION> <STATUS>  <VERSION> <STATUS>

Network (i.e. production, acceptance, etc..). 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<md:EntitiesDescriptor 
ID="[reference for dsig]"
Name="urn:nl:eid-scheme-nl:metadata:1.0:production:36" cacheduration="P7D"
xmlns:md="urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:metadata"
xmlns:ds="http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#">
    <ds:Signature>...</ds:Signature>    
    <md:EntitiesDescriptor Name="urn:eid-scheme-nl:role:Broker">
         <md:EntityDescriptor>...</md:EntityDescriptor>
 ...
    </md:EntitiesDescriptor>
    <md:EntitiesDescriptor Name="urn:eid-scheme-nl:role:IdentityProvider">
...
    </md:EntitiesDescriptor>
    <md:EntitiesDescriptor
Name="urn:eid-scheme-nl:role:AuthorisationInformationProvider">
...

Each publication SHALL have a unique sequence number, to be included in a publicationId in a metadata extension according to [SAML v2.0
Metadata RPI].

Metadata hierarchy

The metadata file is implemented as a SAML metadata <EntitiesDescriptor>, with the following specification:

Element/@Attribute 0..n Description

@ID 1 An identifier within the XML-document, primarily intended to be referenced in the Signature.
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@Name 1 Identification of this Metadata. The name shall have the following structure:

urn:eid-scheme-nl:metadata: : . With the following variables:<version> <status>

version: indicates the metadata specification version: '1.0' or subsequent versions once applicable.
status: production status of the network described in this Metadata; e.g. test, pre-production,
production.

For example: urn:eid-scheme-nl:metadata:1.0:production.

@validUntil 1 Contains the time before which a freshly published version MUST be obtained.

@cacheDuration 1 Contains a maximum permitted duration (XML-schema notation) during which this Metadata MAY be used
from a cache. The duration will indicate the publication frequency.

<Signature> 1 The Metadata will be signed by the eID scheme authority, see .Message security

<Extensions> 1 SHALL only hold a .<PublicationInfo>

    <PublicationInfo> 1 SHALL be present to include information of this published Metadata, as per [SAML v2.0 Metadata RPI].

        @publisher 1 SHALL hold the entityID of the publisher of this Metadata.

        @creationTime 1 SHALL hold the timestamp when this instance of the Metadata is first published.

        @publicationId 1 SHALL hold a sequence number for this publication, to be incremented by 1 for each new publication. The
combination of this metadata's @Name in combination with the @publicationId SHALL be global and
temporal unique.

<EntityDescriptor> 0 Shall not be used, <EntityDescriptors> will only be included under a <EntitiesDescriptor> for specific roles.

<EntitiesDescriptor> 1..5 One <EntitiesDescriptors> containing the participants for each applicable Role.

    @Name 1 The @Name attribute indicates the applicable role for <EntityDescriptors> contained in this
<EntitiesDescriptor>:

urn:eid-scheme-nl:role:Broker
urn:eid-scheme-nl:role:IdentityProvider
urn:eid-scheme-nl:role:AuthorisationInformationProvider
urn:eid-scheme-nl:role:SectorIDProvider
urn:eid-scheme-nl:role:AttributeProvider

    @ID 0 Shall not be used.

    @validUntil 0 Shall not be used.

    @cacheDuration 0 Shall not be used.

    <Signature> 0 Shall not be used.

    <Extensions> 0 Shall not be used.

    <EntityDescriptor> 1..n One <EntityDescriptor> for each Participant fulfilling the Role. See specification of an <EntityDescriptor>
under .SAML Metadata Participants

   
<EntitiesDescriptor>

0 Shall not be used.

XML Schema extentions

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<xs:schema xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 
    xmlns:eh="urn:nl:eherkenning:1.3:metadataextensions" 
    targetNamespace="urn:nl:eherkenning:1.3:metadataextensions"   
    elementFormDefault="qualified" attributeFormDefault="unqualified">
 <xs:attribute name="validFrom" type="xs:dateTime"/>
 <xs:attribute name="version" type="xs:string"/>
</xs:schema>
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<xs:schema xmlns:ehsamlp="urn:nl:eherkenning:1.3a:attributeextension"
                       
targetNamespace="urn:nl:eherkenning:1.3a:attributeextension"
                        xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 
                        xmlns:md="urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:metadata" 
                        elementFormDefault="qualified"
attributeFormDefault="unqualified">
     <xs:element name="RequestedAttributes">
          <xs:complexType>
               <xs:sequence>
                    <xs:element ref="md:RequestedAttribute" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
               </xs:sequence>
          </xs:complexType>
     </xs:element>
</xs:schema>

SAML Metadata SP's
Service Providers, MUST exchange SAML Metadata with their contracted Broker(s)' system based on specifications describes in this
chapter.

Metadata for Service Providers

A Service Provider MUST supply Metadata to the Broker as a valid SAML Metadata file according to urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:metadata
with one signed <EntityDescriptor> element. Signing Metadata MUST meet the requirements for for signing and encrypting, see Message

. The signature over the Metadata document MUST be created using the private key of a PKI-Overheid certificate valid for thesecurity
entityID of the Participant.

An SP <EntityDescriptor> element MUST contain the @entityID, MAY contain an @ID and MUST NOT contain other SAML attributes.

A Service Provider MUST include one or more <SPSSODescriptor> element(s), one for each system implementing the Service. This
descriptor SHALL state the NameID formats supported by the system.

It MUST contain at least  <AssertionConsumingService> element. If several <AssertionConsumingService> elements are included,  oone one
f these elements SHOULD be flagged as default by setting @isDefault to the value "true".

In addition, a Service Provider SHALL include for each service offered one <AttributeConsumingService> element in which the Service
Provider indicates which Attributes it wants to receive for the respective Service.

Attributes

Each <AttributeConsumingService> MAY contain one or more <RequestedAttributes> that are in the . For each requestedAttribute catalog
attribute that is included, the Service Provider MAY use @isRequired with the value true to indicate whether the attribute is required for the
SP Service to work properly. If @isRequired is not defined, the default value 'false' is implied.

Participants MAY but do not have to prompt a User during the transaction for a value based on @isRequired="true". The Service Provider
and Broker SHOULD take this into account during processing. Other elements MUST NOT be included.
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...
<md:SPSSODescriptor AuthnRequestsSigned="true"
WantAssertionsSigned ="true"
 protocolSupportEnumeration="urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:protocol">
...
    <md:AssertionConsumerService 
Binding="urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:bindings:HTTP-POST" Location="https://..."
index="1" isDefault=’true’/>
    <md:AttributeConsumingService isDefault="true" index="1">
            <md:ServiceName xml:lang="en">Voorbeeld Dienst 1</md:ServiceName>
            <md:RequestedAttribute
Name="urn:nl:eherkenning:DV:0000000312345678000:services:0001">
                        </md:RequestedAttribute>
            <md:RequestedAttribute isRequired=”false”
                   
Name="urn:nl:eherkenning1.3:AdditionalAttribute:ActingPersonName"/>
            <md:RequestedAttribute isRequired=”true”
                   
Name="urn:nl:eherkenning1.3:AdditionalAttribute:PersonalEmail"/>
           <md:RequestedAttribute isRequired=”false”
                   
Name="urn:nl:eherkenning1.3:AdditionalAttribute:PersonalPhone"/>
    </md:AttributeConsumingService>
    <md:AttributeConsumingService isDefault="false" index="2">
           <md:ServiceName xml:lang="en">Voorbeeld Dienst 50</md:ServiceName>
          <md:RequestedAttribute     
Name="urn:nl:eherkenning:DV:0000000312345678000:services:0050">
                        </md:RequestedAttribute>
          <md:RequestedAttribute isRequired=”false” 
                    
Name="urn:nl:eherkenning1.3:AdditionalAttribute:ActingPersonName"/>
          <md:RequestedAttribute isRequired=”true”  
                    
Name="urn:nl:eherkenning1.3:AdditionalAttribute:PersonalEmail"/>
    </md:AttributeConsumingService>
</md:SPSSODescriptor>
...

<SPSSODescriptor>

An EntityDescriptor for an SP SHALL contain a SPSSODescriptor for each system implementing the Service, with the following properties:

Element/@Attribute 0..n Description

@ID 0..1 An identifier within the XML-document, MAY be used.

@validUntil 0 Shall not be used.

@cacheDuration 0 Shall not be used.

@protocolSupportEnumeration 1 SHALL contain 'urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:protocol'.

@errorURL 0..1 MAY be present.

@AuthnRequestsSigned 1 SHALL be 'true'.

@WantAuthnRequestsSigned 1 SHALL be 'true'.

<Signature> 0 Shall not be used.

<Extensions> 0 Shall not be used.

Exaple service provider Expand
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<KeyDescriptor> 2..n SHALL be present. A (set) of signing and encryption key(s) SHALL be provided.

    @use 1 SHALL indicate the usage for the described key(set).

    <KeyInfo> 1..n SHALL be present

        <X509Data> 1  

            <X509Certificate> 1 SHALL contain a certificate in base64.

    <EncryptionMethod> 0 Shall not be used.

<Organization> 0..1 MAY be used, in case an organisation is trading under a different name than its formal entity
name for this service

    <OrganizationName> 2..n SHALL contain the organization's (registered) trading name (consumer recognisable brand). At
least a Dutch and an English version shall be given.

        @lang 1  

   
<OrganizationDisplayName>

2..n SHALL contain the organization's Name to be displayed. At least a Dutch and an English version
shall be given.

        @lang 1  

    <OrganizationURL> 1..n SHALL contain a URL to the organization's website. At least a link to a Dutch page shall be given.

        @lang 1  

<ContactPerson> 2..n SHALL be used; at least one for each of the following contactTypes:

technical
support

<ArtifactResolutionService> 1..n At least one SHALL be present, describing an endpoint where to obtain (request) artifacts.

    @Binding 1 SHOULD contain 'urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:bindings:SOAP', other Bindings MAY be used as
supported by the contracted Broker(s).

    @Location 1 URL of the Endpoint of this artifact resolution service.

    @Index 1 A number for this endpoint, SHALL be unique within all endpoint indices of an Entity.

    @isDefault 0..1 MAY be used to indicate the default endpoint.

    @ResponseLocation 0 Shall not be used.

<SingleLogoutService> 0 Shall not be used.

<ManageNameIDService> 0 Shall not be used.

<NameIDFormat> 0..n MAY be used, each value to indicate a NameID format supported and needed by the Service. In
case no format is specified, any format available in the Network SHALL be accepted by the
Service Provider. In case one or more formats are specified, only those formats SHALL be
requested for this Service from IDPs, AIPs or SIPs by the Broker.

In case "transient" is the only <NameIDFormat>, the Service SHALL only request attributes and
will subsequently only receive Assertions with transient identifiers (i.e. "anonymous" users) and
one or more Attributes.

In case "transient" is not the only <NameIDFormat>, the Service MAY receive users with only a
transient identifier, based upon the choice of the User's consent.

In case "transient" is not present, only Users that can be identified with one of the specified
Subject or Sector Identifiers will be authenticated. If a User does not provide consent, the User
will not be authenticated for the Service. 

<AssertionConsumerService> 1..n SHALL be present, describing the endpoint for this service.

    @Binding 1 SHALL contain 'urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:bindings:HTTP-Artifact'.

    @Location 1 URL of the Endpoint of this assertion consuming service.

    @Index 1 A number for this endpoint, SHALL be unique within all endpoint indices of an Entity.

    @isDefault 0..1 MAY be used to indicate the default endpoint.

    @ResponseLocation 0 Shall not be used.

<AttributeConsumingService> 1..n  



    @Index 1 A number for this Service, SHALL be unique within all Service indices of an Entity.

    <ServiceName> 2..n  

    <ServiceDescription> 2..n  

    <RequestedAttribute> 1..n MAY be present, used to indicate attributes to be requested. In case no attributes are requested,
the special attribute with the name urn:eid-stelsel-nl:attribute:None SHALL be used to indicate no
attributes (and thus only an identifier) is requested.

        @Name 1 SHALL indicate an attribute name of the .Attribute catalog

        @isRequired 0..1 May be used.

Keys for Signing

An <SPSSODescriptor> element MUST contain one or more <KeyDescriptor> element(s) with the @use with value "signing" and MUST
contain one or more <KeyDescriptor> element(s) with @use having the value "encryption". Each KeyDescriptor element MUST contain one
or more <KeyInfo> element(s) containing a valid PKI-Overheid certificate for the Service Provider.

Metadata for Brokers

A Broker MUST supply the Service Provider with metadata in the form of a valid SAML file with one signed <EntityDescriptor> element
according to SAML V2.0 Metadata. Signing metadata MUST meet the requirements as described in .Message security

The <EntityDescriptor> SHALL have the same form as the <EntityDescriptor> described under , with theSAML Metadata Participants
exceptions that it SHALL NOT include an <SPSSODescriptor> element and the <Extension> element MAY be omitted.

Signing

Each <IDPSSODescriptor> element MUST contain one or more <KeyDescriptor> element(s) with the @use with value "signing". The
<KeyDescriptor> element MUST contain one or more <KeyInfo> element(s) with a valid PKI-Overheid certificate with which the Broker's
SAML messages for that IDP SSO endpoint can be authenticated.

The <EntityDescriptor> itself SHALL be signed using the private key of a PKI-Overheid certificate for the EntityID of the Broker.

 

Service Catalog

@ID 1 An identifier within the XML-document, primarily intended to be referenced in the Signature.

@Name 1 Identification of this Service Catalogue. The name shall have the following structure:

urn:eid-scheme-nl:service-catalogue: : . With the following:<status><version> <serialnumber>
variables:

version: indicates the service catalog specification version: '1.0' or subsequent versions
once applicable.
status: production status of the network described in this Service Catalogue; e.g. test,
pre-production, production.

For example: urn:eid-scheme-nl:service-catalogue:1.0:production.

<Signature> 1 Signature (signature from the Governance Body (or Broker) for authenticity, integrity and
indisputability.

<PublicationInfo> 1 SHALL be present to include information of this published Service Catalog, as per [SAML v2.0
Metadata RPI].

        @publisher 1 SHALL hold the entityID of the Governance Body (or Broker) publishing this Metadata.

        @creationTime 1 SHALL hold the timestamp when this instance of the Metadata is first published.

        @publicationId 1 SHALL hold a sequence number for this publication, to be incremented by 1 for each new
publication. The combination of this Service Catalog's @Name in combination with the
@publicationId SHALL be global and temporal unique.

<ServiceProvider> 1..n An Entity who has published a Service Definition to be acknowlegded within the
eID-scheme and/or offers electronic services

    @EntityID 1 The Service Provider's .EntitiyID
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    @DeprecatedEntityID 0..1 Previous   the organization has registered with within the eID-scheme.EntityID
When listed the eID-scheme SHOULD also supply the PseudoID's associated with the
previous EntityID, as to allow the SP to facilitate association between the current and former
PseudoIDs of users. (NB the SP will still require the original keys to decrypted the encrypted

sed when apseudonym from the DeprecatedSubjectID to a PseudoID when not using SEP). U
SP's identity changes due to changes in business entity type (legal form) or due to a merger.

      <Organization> 1  

            <OrganizationName> 2..n SHALL contain the organization's formal Name. At least a Dutch and an English version
SHALL be given.

           
<OrganizationDisplayName>

2..n SHALL contain the organization's formal Name to be displayed (up to a maximum of 64
characters). At least a Dutch and an English version SHALL be given, other languages MAY
be included.

            <OrganizationURL> 1..n URL associated by the entity. At least a link to a Dutch page SHALL be given, links to pages in
other languages MAY be included.

            <ContactPerson> 1..n Contact information

       <ServiceDefinitions> 0..1 Definitions of Service that the Service Owner wishes to publish to the eID-Scheme.

             <Service> 0..n Service definitions as defined by the Service Provider.

                 @ServiceID 1 UUID identifying this Service.

                @DeprecatedServiceID 0..1 Previous Service  the Service Definition was registered with within the eID-scheme. SHALLID
only be used if a Service Definition is legally transferred from one Entity to another. MAY be
used by an AIP to migrate registered Authorizations for its Users.

                 @Type 0..1 Optional type of this Service's definition:

Shared – Indicates the service is a single service but endpoints may be offered via
multiple Service Providers.
Abstract – Indicates the service is a blue print, where multiple Service Providers may offer
their own instance to realise a Service.

If no type is specified, only the Service Provider defining this Service can have instances of
this Service.

                 <eIDMetadataSupport> 1  

                     <eidSchemeVersion> 1..n SHALL contain the eIDSchemeVersion(s) supported by this Service Instance.

                         @validFrom 1 SHALL contain the date and time this Service Instance becomes operational for this version.

                         @validUntil 0..1 SHALL be used in case this Service Instance ceases to be operational at a certain moment in
time, SHOULD be empty otherwise. Service Instances no longer operational MAY be moved to
a separate "archival" Service Catalog, to reduce size of the current Service Catalog but remain
available for reference or historical validation.

                 <Organization> 0..1 MAY be used, in case an organization is trading under a different name than its formal entity
name for this Service definition.

                     <OrganizationName> 2..n SHALL contain the organization's (registered) trading name (consumer recognisable brand). At
least a Dutch and an English version shall be given.

                         @lang 1  

                   
<OrganizationDisplayName>

2..n SHALL contain the organization's Name to be displayed. At least a Dutch and an English
version shall be given.

                         @lang 1  

                     <OrganizationURL> 1..n SHALL contain a URL to the organization's website. At least a link to a Dutch page shall be
given.

                         @lang 1  

                 <Name> 2..n Name of the Service as determined by the Service Provider (up to a maximum of 64
characters). At least a Dutch and an English version SHALL be given, other languages MAY
be included.

                 <Description> 2..n Short description of the service determined by the Service Provider (up to a maximum of 1024
characters). AIPs MAY use this text to help administrators determine the authorizations. At
least a Dutch and an English version SHALL be given, other languages MAY be included.
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                 <DescriptionURL> 0..1 A URL linking to a detailed description of the Service, determined by the Service Provider.
AIPs MAY include this link to help administrators determine the authorizations. At least a link
to a Dutch page SHALL be given, links to pages in other languages MAY be included.

                 <LevelOfAssurance> 1 Assurance level that is required for the Service, determined by the Service Provider.

                 <NameIDFormat> 0..n Optional multivalue entry with the different types of service consumers identifier types that are
accepted by the service

                 <RequestedAttribute> 0..n Attributes that are requested for this Service. 

                       @isRequired 0..1 MAY be used to indicate to indicate whether the Attribute is required for the SP Service to
work properly.

             <ServiceSet> 0..n ServiceSet definitions as defined by the Service Provider.

                 @ServiceID 1 UUID identifying this ServiceSet.

                @DeprecatedServiceID 0..1 Previous Service  the Service Set Definition was registered with within the eID-scheme.ID
SHALL only be used if a Service Set Definition is legally transferred from one Entity to another.
MAY be used by an AIP to migrate registered Authorizations for its Users.

                 <eIDMetadataSupport> 1  

                     <eidSchemeVersion> 1..n SHALL contain the eIDSchemeVersion(s) supported by this Service Instance.

                         @validFrom 1 SHALL contain the date and time this Service Instance becomes operational for this version.

                         @validUntil 0..1 SHALL be used in case this Service Instance ceases to be operational at a certain moment in
time, SHOULD be empty otherwise. Service Instances no longer operational MAY be moved to
a separate "archival" Service Catalog, to reduce size of the current Service Catalog but remain
available for reference or historical validation.

                 <Organization> 0..1 MAY be used, in case an organization is trading under a different name than its formal entity
name for this ServiceSet definition.

                     <OrganizationName> 2..n SHALL contain the organization's (registered) trading name (consumer recognisable brand). At
least a Dutch and an English version shall be given.

                         @lang 1  

                   
<OrganizationDisplayName>

2..n SHALL contain the organization's Name to be displayed. At least a Dutch and an English
version shall be given.

                         @lang 1  

                     <OrganizationURL> 1..n SHALL contain a URL to the organization's website. At least a link to a Dutch page shall be
given.

                         @lang 1  

                 <Name> 2..n Name of the Service as determined by the Service Provider (up to a maximum of 64
characters). At least a Dutch and an English version SHALL be given, other languages MAY
be included.

                 <Description> 2..n Short description of the service determined by the Service Provider (up to a maximum of 1024
characters). AIPs MAY use this text to help administrators determine the authorizations. At
least a Dutch and an English version SHALL be given, other languages MAY be included.

                 <DescriptionURL> 0..1 A URL linking to a detailed description of the Service, determined by the Service Provider.
AIPs MAY include this link to help administrators determine the authorizations. At least a link
to a Dutch page SHALL be given, links to pages in other languages MAY be included.

                 <Services> 1 Set of Services to be included.

                     <Service> 1..n One element per Service to be included in this Service Set.

                          @Reference 1 Reference to a ServiceID of the  to be included. SHALL NOT reference a Service SetService
definition or instance of a Service Set. MAY reference shared or abstract Service definitions as
well as Service Instances.

       <ServiceInstances> 0..1 Instances of service(definitions) that are offered by this ServiceProvider

            <Service> 1..n Declaration of service implementation. Note: Only one of @InstanceOfService,
@InstanceofAbstractService, @InstanceOfSharedService, @InstanceOfServiceSet or
@IntermediatedService SHALL be present.

                @ServiceID 1 UUID for the Service.
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                @DeprecatedServiceID 0..1 Previous Service  the Service Instance was registered with within the eID-scheme. SHALLID
only be used if a Service Instance is legally transferred from one Entity to another. The
eID-scheme SHOULD provide deprecated subjectID for pseudoIDs to support migration.

               
@AttributeConsumingServiceIndex

1 ACSI is used to facilitate the mapping between the AuthnRequest and the actual authorization
requirements, and references the AttributConsumingService index in the SP's Metadata.

                @Broker 1 The entityID of the broker that provides the Service Catalogue entry for this Service.

                 @InstanceOfService 0..1 Indicates the Service is an implementation of a ‘normal’ service, MUST point to a service
definition of the same Service Provider.

                
@InstanceofAbstractService

0..1 Indicates the Service is an implementation of an ‘abstract’ service, MUST point to a service
definition of type 'abstract', MAY point to a Service definition from another Service Provider.

                
@InstanceOfSharedService

0..1 Indicates the Service is an implementation of a ’shared’ service, MUST point to a service
definition of type 'shared', MAY point to a Service definition from another Service Provider.

                 @InstanceOfServiceSet 0..1 Indicates the Service is an implementation of a ’ServiceSet’, MUST point to a service set
definition, MAY point to a Service Set definition from another Service Provider.

                 @IntermediatedService 0..1 Indicates the Service is an intermediary service for the service (mostly used in servicesets),
MUST point to a Service Instance, MAY point to a Service Instance from another Service
Provider.

                 <Organization> 0..1 MAY be used, in case an organization is trading under a different name than its formal entity
name for this Service.

                     <OrganizationName> 2..n SHALL contain the organization's (registered) trading name (consumer recognisable brand). At
least a Dutch and an English version shall be given.

                         @lang 1  

                   
<OrganizationDisplayName>

2..n SHALL contain the organization's Name to be displayed. At least a Dutch and an English
version shall be given.

                         @lang 1  

                     <OrganizationURL> 1..n SHALL contain a URL to the organization's website. At least a link to a Dutch page shall be
given.

                         @lang 1  

                 <PrivacyPolicyURL> 1..n URL to the privacy policy of this Service Provider's with regards to this service.

                
<ConnectionInformation>

1..n One or more connections for this Service Instance to the eID Network.

                     @Broker 1 The entityID of the Broker used for this connection of the Service Instance to the eID Network.

                    
<eIDMetadataSupport>

1  

                        
<eidSchemeVersion>

1..n SHALL contain the eIDSchemeVersion(s) supported by this Service Instance.

                             @validFrom 1 SHALL contain the date and time this Service Instance becomes operational for this version.

                             @validUntil 0..1 SHALL be used in case this Service Instance ceases to be operational at a certain moment in
time, SHOULD be empty otherwise. Service Instances no longer operational MAY be moved to
a separate "archival" Service Catalog, to reduce size of the current Service Catalog but remain
available for reference or historical validation.

                     <KeyDescriptor> 2..n SHALL be present. A (set) of signing and encryption key(s) SHALL be provided.

                          @use 1 SHALL indicate the usage for the described key(set).

                          <KeyInfo> 1..n SHALL be present

                              <X509Data> 1  

                                 
<X509Certificate>

1 Service Provider's PKI certificate with a public key that can be used to encrypt requested
attributes and identifiers or sign messages.

 

Processing rules
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All @ServiceID UUID SHALL be both global and temporal unique. The Governance Body SHALL verify all UUIDs are used defined
once. Significant changes to a Service SHOULD result in a new distinct @ServiceID.
Broker passes on the ServiceImplementationID matching the RP-ACSI combination in further Authentication and Attribute requests.
A receiving IDP/AIP/SIP/AP inspects the service catalogue to determine the exact authorization demands and relying parties for the
requested Service Implementation UUID.The following logic applies;

The service definition UUID is always used to determine the mandate/authorization demands.
The service implementations always determine the relying entities for the authorization request.
In a service intermediary scenario a service implementation references a service implementation (rather than a service
defintion).
In a service intermediary situation the service implementation pointed to; is considered the true relying party; the requesting
party is merely an acceptable attesting entity (only to be included in subjectconfirmation HoK).

For an implementation of a abstract and shared service; the authorization/mandate verification is on basis of the UUID of the
 pointed to.servicedefinition

For an implementation of a abstract service;  the authorization/mandate verification is on basis of the  p UUID of the servicedefinition
ointed to and subsequently on the basis of the above abstract service defintion UUID.
For an implementation of a intermediate service; the authorization/mandate verification is on basis of the UUID of the
servicedefinition belonging to the referenced service implementation.
A Service Instance SHALL only be considered valid if the Service Instance has <ConnectionIfnormation> with a valid
<eidSchemeVersion> and if it is an implementation of a valid Service (Set) Definition.

  ServiceCatalogueTest.xmlServiceCatalogue.xsd

 

 

 

Generic SAML message constructs
This chapter describes several construct of SAML messages/assertions that are common over multiple interfaces. In order to avoid
redundancy these parts are included in this separate chapter.

AttributeQuery
This paragraph describes the general SAML AttributeQuery that is used to request a Declaration of Authorisation Information, Declaration of
SectorID and a Declaration of Attribute.

Element/@Attribute 0..n Description

@ID 1 MUST identify the message uniquely within the scope of the sender and receiver for a period of at least
12 months.

@Version 1 MUST be "2.0".

@IssueInstant 1 Time of issuing of the request.

@Destination 1 URL of endpoint of the recipient where the request is sent.

@Consent 0 Shall not be used.

<Issuer> 1 MUST contain EntityID of the requesting eID Broker. See .Entity identifiers

  @NameQualifier 0 Shall not be used.

  @SPNameQualifier 0 Shall not be used.

  @Format 0 Shall not be used.

  @SPProviderID 0 Shall not be used.

<Signature> 0..1 See . Optional, when sent via Artifact-binding, since the ArtifactResponse needs toSAML specific security
be signed.

<Extensions> 1 See .Extensions in request

<Subject> 1  

  <BaseID> 0 Shall not be used.
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  <NameID> 1 Contains a transient identifier. 
For SIP/AP this transient identifier must be the same as the one contained in the last Declaration in the
Authorization Chain, identifying the current effective Subject, as is provided as  element(s) in<Assertion>
the . It refers to the identity of the effective principal for which attributes or a SectorID are<Evidence>
requested.
For AIP requests a new transient identifier must be created.

    @NameQualifier 0 Shall not be used.

    @SPNameQualifier 0 Shall not be used.

    @Format 1 MUST indicate a transient identifier.

    @SPProviderID 0 Shall not be used.

 <EncryptedID> 0 Shall not be used.

 
<SubjectConfirmation>

0 Shall not be used.

N.B. for all exchange through SAML bindings the Bearer confirmation method is assumed. SOAP
exchange to be defined.

<Attribute> 0..n Contains the names of the attributes that are requested by the relying parties (SP). When provided, the
requested attributes override the attributes listed with the ServiceID in the Service Catalog. The requested
attributes SHALL be a subset of those listed in the Service Catalog as requested attributes for the
requested Service.

 

 

Extensions in request
This paragraph describes the contents of the  element that is used in request messages. Requests from eID Broker to other<Extensions>
eID Participants MUST contain these extensions. Requests from the Service Provider to the eID Broker shall not contain these extensions.

See also .XML Schema for Extensions element

Element/@Attribute 0..n Description

<AssertionConsumerServiceIndex> 0..1 Index of the AssertionConsumerService endpoint to be used in a response, SHALL only be
used with a SAML AttributeQuery, in order to support Artifact-binding.

<eIDSchemeVersion> 1 The version of the eID scheme specification applicable for this Declaration. See Core data
.elements

<Evidence> 0..1 See Core data elements. SHALL NOT be present in a SAML AuthnRequest to an Identity
Provider.

  <Assertion> 1..n One for every  that is provided as evidence with the request.<Assertion>

<IntendedAudience> 1 See Core data elements.

  <AudienceEntityID> 1..n Contains the entityID of a party (AIP, AP and/or SIP) that is intended to receive and process
the requested . One entry for every party. <Assertion> NOTE: IDs of intended recieving
service providers are passed by reference through the ServiceID.

<LevelOfAssurance> 0..1 See Core data elements. SHALL only be used in a SAML AuthnRequest to an Identity
Provider and the SAML AttributeQuery to an AIP. Contains the Level of Assurance that is
required for the requested Assertions in the Authorization Chain. MAY be lower than the
(default) requested Level of Assurance in the Service Catalog, on request of the SP for this
specific request.

<Representation> 0..1 See . SHALL only be used in a SAML AuthnRequest to an IdentityCore data elements
Provider to indicate whether the subject will authenticate for personal use or for
representation.

<RequestedAttributes> 0..1 See Core data elements. Contains all names of attributes that the recipient is requested to
provide. SHALL only be used in SAML AuthnRequest to an Identity Provider. For a SAML
AttributeQuery the standard way of asking for attributes SHALL be used.

  <RequestedAttribute> 1..n One for every attribute.

<RequestType> 1 See Core data elements.

<ServiceID> 1 See Core data elements. Identifies the Service for which an authorisation is required.
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SAML Response
This paragraph describes the response message that contains one or two <Assertion> elements.

Element/@Attribute 0..n Description

@ID 1 MUST identify the message uniquely within the scope of the sender and receiver for a period of at least 12
months.

@InResponseTo 1 MUST contain the @  of the request message to which this message is a response.ID

@Version 1 MUST be "2.0".

@IssueInstant 1 Time of issuing of the response.

@Destination 1 URL of the endpoint of the receiver where the response is sent.

@Consent 0 Shall not be used

<Issuer> 1 MUST contain EntityID of the sender of the response. See .Entity identifiers

  @NameQualifier 0 Shall not be used.

  @SPNameQualifier 0 Shall not be used.

  @Format 0 Shall not be used.

  @SPProviderID 0 Shall not be used.

  <Signature> 0..1 See .SAML specific security

When communicated within a ArtifactResolveResponse the signature on the SAML:Response MAY be
omitted, since is already guaranteed by the signature on the parent element.

  <Extensions> 0 Shall not be used.

  <Status> 1  

    <StatusCode> 1  

    @Value 1 If not "success" additional information SHOULD be provided. To be detailed.

      <StatusCode> 0..1 Only present if top-level StatusCode is not "success"

      @Value 1  

      <StatusMessage> 0..1 Only present if top-level StatusCode is not "success"

      <StatusDetail> 0..1 Only present if top-level StatusCode is not "success"

<Assertion> 0..n Contains the (s) that are delivered in the response.<Assertion>

<EncryptedAssertion> 0 Shall not be used.

SAML Assertion

Common eID SAML Assertion

This paragraph describes an  as provided by IP, AIP, AP & SID.<Assertion>

Element/@Attribute 0..n Description

@ID 1 MUST identify the  uniquely within the scope of the  for a period of at least 12<Assertion> <Issuer>
months.

@Version 1 MUST be "2.0".

@IssueInstant 1 Time of issuing of the Assertion.

<Issuer> 1 MUST contain EntityID of the  of the < . See .<Issuer> Assertion> Entity identifiers

  @NameQualifier 0 Shall not be used.

  @SPNameQualifier 0 Shall not be used.
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  @Format 0 Shall not be used.

  @SPProviderID 0 Shall not be used.

<Signature> 1 See .SAML specific security

<Subject> 1  

  <BaseID> 0 Shall not be used.

  <NameID> 1 Contains the transient identifier.

Two < > elements that describe the same entity MUST have the same transient identifier.Assertion

< > elements in the same Authorisation Chain MUST have different transient identifiers.Assertion

  @NameQualifier 0 Shall not be used.

  @SPNameQualifier 0 Shall not be used.

  @Format 1 MUST indicate a transient identifier.

  @SPProviderID 0 Shall not be used.

  <EncryptedID> 0 Shall not be used.

  <SubjectConfirmation> 0..n See .Subject Confirmation

<Conditions> 1  

  @NotBefore 1  

  @NotOnOrAfter 0..1  

  <Condition> 0 Shall not be used.

  <AudienceRestriction> 1 Identifies every party that is intended to receive and process the < .Assertion>

    <Audience> 1..n Contains the EntityID for a party. See .Entity identifiers

  <OneTimeUse> 0..1 If present MUST be false.

  <ProxyRestriction> 0 Shall not be used.

<Advice> 0..1 Used to reference a linked < . SHALL NOT be provided for a Declaration of IdentityAssertion>

  <AssertionIDRef> 1 Contains the  of a linked < >.@ID Assertion

  <AssertionURIRef> 0 Shall not be used.

  <Assertion> 0 Shall not be used.

  <EncryptedAssertion> 0 Shall not be used.

<AuthnStatement> 0..1 SHALL be present in Declaration of Identity from an IDP.

SHALL NOT be present in any other Declaration.

  @AuthnInstant 1 Time of authentication.

  @SessionIndex 0..1 Optional

  <AuthnContext> 1  

   
<AuthnContextClassRef>

1 MUST have the value urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:ac:classes:unspecified

<AttributeStatement> 1 Contains the generic eID attributes, see Generic eID attribute statement

<AttributeStatement> 0..1 Contains EncryptedAttributes(s) about the subject.

Note: A SAML <Assertion> SHALL NOT contain a <AuthzDecisionStatement>.

 

Subject Confirmation
This paragraph explains when and how to use the SubjectConfirmation in the eID-scheme.The SubjectConfirmation exists in a Subject in a
SAML Message. Within the eID Network, the Subject itself always consists of a transient identifier. The SubjectConfirmation is used in three
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manners on Subjects:
To hold a 'bearer' confirmation in a response to an AuthnRequest, to conform to the WebSSO profile.
To hold a 'holder-of-key' in a response to an AuthnRequest when a Service Intermediary is involved.
Within the eID Network, the SubjectConfirmation can be used to contain a persistent SubjectID (per recipient in the case of a
PseudoID).

Persistent SubjectID in SubjectConfirmation

All SAML messages in the eID Network use a transientID as SubjectID. The interface for the SP by the Broker will provide the SP with the
applicable SubjectID of the legal subject. In order to express the SubjectID to the SP, the Broker has to receive the applicable SubjectID as a

. An  element is in SAML only available under either a Subject or a . Note:<EncryptedID> <EncryptedID> <SubjectConfirmation>
<EncryptedAttribute> elememts cannot be transformed to an Encrypted ID except by the source or the recipient.

The Broker can provide the SP with the SubjectID of the legal subject:

In case a SectorID for the legal subject is requested by the Service and is available in the collected Declarations, the  <EncryptedID>
in the  of the Declaration of SectorID SHALL be copied as  of the  in the Response.<SubjectConfirmation> <EncryptedID> <Subject>
In case of an person acting for itself, the  in the  of the Declaration of Identity SHALL be copied<EncryptedID> <SubjectConfirmation>
as  of the  in the Response.<EncryptedID> <Subject>
In case of representation, the  in the  of the last Declaration of Authorisation Information in the<EncryptedID> <SubjectConfirmation>
Autorisation Chain SHALL be copied as  of the  in the Response.<EncryptedID> <Subject>

In case multiple recipients exist, the  with an  whose @Recipient value is equal to the entityID of the recipient<EncryptedID> <EncryptedKey>
of the response SHALL be chosen.

Note: In case multiple  elements exist for a single  element, the Broker SHALL remove the  e<EncryptedKey> <EncryptedID> <EncryptedKey>
lements for other Recipients.

Structure for SubjectConfirmations

A <Subject>  in an <Assertion> can contain up to three different types of   elements. Below is a description for each of<SubjectConfirmation>
these three usages.

Element/@Attribute 0..n Description

<SubjectConfirmation> 0..1 (Only for the Declaration of Identity ) or a Broker Summary Declaration to the SP

Allows for association of client with assertion to conform to the Web SSO profile

  @Method 1 SHALL contain the value 'urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:cm:bearer'

  
<SubjectConfirmationData>

1  

    @NotBefore 0 Shall not be used.

    @NotOnOrAfter 1  

    @Recipient 1 The entityID of the entity to which an attesting entity can present the assertion

     

<SubjectConfirmation> 0..1 (Only for the Declaration of Identity)

Allows for association of client with assertion in scenario's with Service Intermediaries. When there is
more than 1 relying party, contains a HoK subjectconfirmation associated with the certificate of
the original requesting party.

  @Method 1 SHALL contain the value 'urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:HoK'

 
<SubjectConfirmationData>

1  

    <KeyInfo> 1 SHALL contain the certificate of the service intermediary originally requesting authentication.

     

<SubjectConfirmation> 0..n (SHALL NOT be used in a Declaration of Attribute)

SHALL contain the encryptedID of the Subject, SHALL NOT be present if SP/User chooses
"anonymous" identification. 

If type is PseudoID one SubjectConfirmation for each Recipient.

Within the eID Network, an <EncryptedID> SHALL be placed under a . This allows for multiple encrypted<SubjectConfirmation>
IDs (i.e. one PseudoID per Recipient) within SAML messages while maintaining transient SubjectIDs for Declarations (and thus
allow linking of Declarations).



    <EncryptedID> 1 Encrypted NameID for the Subject. Will contain the ID as value, the Format "persistent" and
NameQualifier with the type of Subject Identifier (i.e. PseudoID, KVK, BSN), using the fully qualified
name of that type.

 The @Recipient of the  element SHALL hold the entityID of the recipient for which<EncryptedKey>
this SubjectID is applicable.

 

 

Generic eID attribute statements
This paragraph describes a generic attribute statement that is present in every SAML < , except the Broker summary assertion.Assertion>
The generic attribute statement contains the following attributes.

N.B. These attributes are delivered in plain text in a SAML  and not a SAML .<Attribute> <EncryptedAttribute>

SAML Attribute 0..n Description

AuthorisationChainComplete 0..1 See Core data elements. MUST be present for Declaration of Authorisation and SHALL NOT
be present for other Declarations. The AuthorisationChainComplete SHALL be set to 'true' if the
Subject of this Declaration of Authorisation Information is the final legal subject and SHALL be
'false' if further authorisations are needed.

DeclarationType 1 See . Contains the type of the Declaration.Core data elements

eIDSchemeVersion 1 See Core data elements.

LevelOfAssurance 0..1 See Core data elements.

LinkedDeclarationSignatureValue 0..1 See Core data elements. Contains the value of the SignatureValue of the Signature over the
Assertion referenced to with the AssertionIDRef in Advice.

ProvidedAttributes 0..1 See Core data elements. MUST  SHALL NOT bebe present for Declaration of Attribute and
present for other Declarations. Contains the name of Attributes provided in a subject specific
AttributeStatement, does not contain the names of attributes in this generic AttributeStatement.

Representation 0..1 See Core data elements. MUST be present for Declaration of Identity and SHALL NOT be
present for other Declarations.

 

 

K1: Interface eID Broker – Identity Provider
This chapter specifies the interface between eID Broker and Identity Provider in which a Declaration of Identity is requested and provided.

Request
This request is implemented as a SAML AuthnRequest.

Element/@Attribute 0..n Description

@ID 1 MUST identify the message uniquely within the scope of the sender and receiver for a period
of at least 12 months.

@Version 1 MUST be "2.0".

@IssueInstant 1 Time of issuing of this request.

@Destination 1 URL of the endpoint of the Identity Provider where the request is sent.

@ForceAuthn 0..1 If not present or false, SSO may be executed. If present and true, a new authentication is
enforced.

@IsPassive 0..1 If present MUST be false.

@ProtocolBinding 0..1 MUST indicate HTTP artifact binding.
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@AssertionConsumerServiceIndex 0..1 If present MUST refer by index to an endpoint entry in SAML metadata for the requesting
Broker.

SHALL NOT be present if  is present.@AssertionConsumerServiceURL

If neither  or  is present,@AssertionConsumerServiceIndex @AssertionConsumerServiceURL
the default endpoint from metadata MUST be used.

@AssertionConsumerServiceURL 0..1 If present, URL MUST point to a SAML endpoint, listed in SAML metadata for the requesting
Broker.

SHALL NOT be present if  is present.@AssertionConsumerServiceIndex

@AttributeConsumingServiceIndex 0 Shall not be used.

@ProviderName 0 Shall not be used.

<Issuer> 1 MUST contain EntityID of the eID Broker. See .Entity identifiers

  @NameQualifier 0 Shall not be used.

  @SPNameQualifier 0 Shall not be used.

  @Format 0 Shall not be used.

  @SPProviderID 0 Shall not be used.

<Signature> 1 See SAML specific security

<Extensions> 1 See . Evidence and AssertionConsumerServiceIndex SHALL NOT beExtensions in request
present.

<Subject> 0 Shall not be used.

<NameIDPolicy> 0 Shall not be used.

<Conditions> 0 Shall not be used.

<RequestedAuthnContext> 0 Shall not be used.

<Scoping> 0 Shall not be used.

Rules for processing requests

A requesting Broker:

SHALL sign the AuthnRequest (and/or the enclosing ArtifactResponse)
SHALL include the applicable Certificates of IntendedAudiences, including those of the initiating SP, other applicable SPs in case of
a request from a SI, and further AP/SIP/AIPs to be used (as per user selection) for fulfilling an SP request.
SHALL set the 'Representation' in the AuthnRequest with 'true' if the user selected an AIP to be used; otherwise defaults to 'false'.
SHALL set the ServiceID in the AuthnRequest with the ID of the Service(Set) as requested by the SP, even if that is an instance of a
shared or abstract service.
MAY set RequestedAttributes as per the SP's request.

A receiving IDP:

SHALL validate all signatures to be valid before further processing any request. Message (elements) MUST be signed using a
certificate as listed in the SAML metadata for the purpose of signing for a SPSSODescriptor of the requesting Broker.
SHALL verify the structure and contents of the request.
SHALL use the ServiceID extension to retrieve the applicable information from the Service Catalogue. It SHALL use the (minimum)
LoA, NameIDFormat, requestedAttributes and SP entityID(s) from the Service Catalogue to select (allowed) applicable content for
the response.
SHALL authenticate a user according at least the requested minimum Level of Assurance, before responding with a Declaration of
Identity.

Response
This response is implemented as a  containing one or two SAML Assertions, containing a Declaration of Identity andSAML Response
optionally a Declaration of Attributes. One  for the Declaration of Identity SHALL always be present, with (in this order):SAML Assertion

one authentication statement
the Generic eID attribute statement
optionally one attribute statement specific to the Declaration of Identity, containing (Deprecated)ActingSubjectID and
(Deprecated)ActingSubjectIDType if applicable

This Assertion SHALL hold a – newly generated, unique – transient identifier for the Subject.
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An optional, second SAML Assertion for a Declaration of Attributes can be present in the SAML Response. This SHALL be present if other
Attributes than those carrying IDs are provided by the IDP, with (in this order):

the Generic eID attribute statement
one attribute statement containing other requested attributes.

All attributes provided outside of the generic eID attribute statement(s) MUST be encrypted. The second, optional SAML Assertion SHALL
have the same transient SubjectID as the first SAML Assertion and strongly link that first assertion (See ), whenSAML specific security
present.

Authentication Statement

Element/@Attribute 0..n Description

@AuthnInstant 1 Time of authentication.

@SessionIndex 0..1 May be used. No eID Scheme requirements.

@SessionNotOnOrAfter 0..1 May be used. No eID Scheme requirements.

<SubjectLocality> 0 Shall not be used.

<AuthnContext> 1 Must be included.

  <AuthnContextClassRef> 1 Must contain the value ''urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:ac:classes:unspecified

<AuthnContextDecl> 0 Shall not be used.

<AuthnContextDeclRef> 0 Shall not be used.

<AuthenticatingAuthority> 0 Shall not be used.

Attribute Statement for Declaration of Identity

This optional attribute statement contains the following encrypted attributes.

SAML Attribute 0..n Description

ActingSubjectID 0..n See . This encrypted attribute is only present in case of representationCore data elements
(generic eID statement attribute 'Representation' has the value 'true'). The attribute is encrypted
for the original requesting party (SP/SI) and/or other relying parties. If type is PseudoID one for
every recipient.

ActingSubjectIDType 0..1 See Core data elements. SHALL be present if  is present.ActingSubjectID

DeprecatedActingSubjectID 0..n See Core data elements. Used only during migration of identifiers. If type is PseudoID one for
every recipient.

DeprecatedActingSubjectIDType 0..1 See Core data elements. Used only during migration of identifiers. SHALL be present if Depreca
 is present.tedActingSubjectID

ServiceID 1 ID of the service instance this declaration was provided for.

If this attribute statement is not present and no encrypted PseudoID under the SubjectConfirmation element is present, the Response SHALL
hold a second SAML Assertion with a Declaration of Attributes containing other requested attributes. Otherwise no meaningful information is
provided to the recipient.

Rules for processing responses

A responding IDP:

SHALL sign each enclosed Assertion as well as the Response (and/or the enclosing ArtifactResponse).
SHALL include the 'Representation' as per the AuthnRequest.
In case an SP only accepts "transient" identifiers for the requested Service according to the Service Catalogue, the IDP SHALL NOT
provide a pseudoID for that SP.
In case an SP accepts "transient" and persistent Identifiers (i.e. pseudoIDs, sectoral identifiers or LegalIdentifiers) for the requested
Service according to the Service Catalogue, and the extensions attribute 'Representation' has the value 'false', the IDP SHALL let
the user select whether or not to provide an Identifier for that SP.

When the user chooses to remain anonymous, no pseudoID SHALL be generated for SPs and/or SIPs, but when applicable
the IDP SHALL create a pseudoID for an AP.

MAY provide attributes as requested in the request, or as per the Service Catalogue in case the request holds no
RequestedAttributes. If attributes are provided, the resulting Declaration of Attribute SHALL have the same transient ID as and
SHALL be linked to the Declaration of Identity in the same response.
SHALL encrypt pseudoIDs and attributes to those IntendedAudience eligible to receive those IDs/attributes according to the
requested Service and information retrieved from the Service Catalogue. The IDP SHALL match certificates to entityIDs of recipients
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prior to encrypting the data using the certificate to obtain the recipients public key and only certificates listed for the purpose of
encryption in the Service Catalogue or SAML Metadata of an SSODescriptor for that recipient SHALL be used.

A receiving Broker:

SHALL verify the response matches with the Request responded to.
SHALL validate all signatures to be valid before further processing any response. Message (elements) must be signed using a
certificate as listed in the SAML metadata for the purpose of signing for an IDPSSODescriptor of the responding IDP.
SHALL verify the structure of the Response and verify the contents of any unencrypted element.
SHALL verify the contents of unencrypted elements fulfil the Request.
SHALL verify that a Declaration of Attribute is linked to the Declaration of Identity as per , if a DoA wasSAML specific security
provided.
SHALL use the transientID of the subject of the Declaration of Identity Assertion in further queries to any AP/SIP regarding this
subject.

When the SubjectConfirmation contains no PseudoID for the SIP, and the service catalogue indicates the SP (also) accepts
'transient identifiers', the Broker SHALL refrain from querying SIP's (as this indicates the user has opted for anonymous
access)

MUST use the ProvidedAttributes of the "generic" statement in a Declaration of Attributes to refine further Requests for Declaration
of Attributes (AttributeQueries). 

 

K2: Interface eID Broker – Authorisation Information Provider
This chapter specifies the interface between and eID Broker and an Authorisation Information Provider in which a Declaration of
Authorisation Information is requested and provided.
N.B. An interface for requesting a Declaration of Authorisation Information for machine-to-machine interaction will be specified in a future
version.

Request
This request is implemented as a SAML .AttributeQuery

Rules for processing requests

A requesting Broker:

SHALL sign the AttributeQuery (and/or the enclosing ArtifactResponse)
SHALL include the applicable Certificates of IntendedAudiences, including those of the initiating SP, other applicable SPs in case of
a request from a SI, and further AP/SIP/AIPs to be used (as per user selection) for fulfilling an SP request.
SHALL send the Declaration of Identity and – if applicable – preceding Declarations of Authorisation Information as Evidence.
SHALL generate a new, unique transientID for the Subject of the AtributeQuery.
SHALL set the ServiceID in the AttributeQuery with the ID of the Service(Set) as requested by the SP, even if that is an instance of a
shared or abstract service.
MAY set RequestedAttributes as per the SP's request.

A receiving AIP:

SHALL validate all signatures to be valid before further processing any request. Message (elements) must be signed using a
certificate as listed in the SAML metadata for the purpose of signing for a SPSSODescriptor of the requesting Broker.
SHALL verify the structure and contents of the request.
SHALL use the ServiceID extension to retrieve the applicable information from the Service Catalogue. It shall use the (minimum)
LoA, NameIDFormat, requestedAttributes and SP entityID(s) from the Service Catalogue to select (allowed) applicable content for
the response.
SHALL verify the Evidence in the request, this verification SHALL include validation of signatures over the Evidence Assertions and
linking of Declarations of Authorisation Information.
SHALL identify the effective SubjectID based upon the encryptedID in the SubjectConfirmation of the Evidence Assertion, using the
Recipient of the EncryptedKey to select the applicable EncryptedID (in case of a pseudoID).
SHALL let the user select the desired Authorisation Information, as registered for the effective SubjectID of the authorisation chain
up till then as present in the Evidence for Services relevant to the requested ServiceID as per the Service Catalogue. 

N.B. the transient identifier in the   of this request MUST be a newly generated unique ID. This only applies for the requests to the<Subject>
AIP, as the AIP effectively changes the subject (from acting to legal). SAML requires that a response has a SubjectID identical to that in the
request, hence the request has to initiate the new transient SubjectID.

Response
This response is implemented as a  with one or more s, containing one or more Declaration of AuthorisationSAML Response SAML Assertion
Information and optionally one or more Declaration of Attributes. One or more  for the Declaration of AuthorisationSAML Assertion
Information SHALL always be present, with (in this order):

a Generic eID attribute statement
One attribute statement specific to the Declaration of Authorisation Information, containing the ServiceID. Optionally
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the DeprecatedLegalSubjectID, DeprecatedLegalSubjectIDType are also included. 
N.B. For eHerkenning migration purposes an AIP is allowed to include in this attribute statement the eHerkenning specific
pseudonym in field DeprecatedActingSubjectID. In that case DeprecatedActingSubjectIDType must contain
"eid-stelsel-nl:deprecatedsubjectid:eHerkenningPseudoID".

Optionally, multiple Declaration of Authorization Information MAY be present, representing a chain of authorisation. In case a chain is
provided, these declaration SHALL have the effective legal subject in a declaration that is linked to previous Declaration of Authorization
Information, with the initial Declaration of Authorisation Information linked to the Declaration of Identity from the Evidence in the request. The
order of inclusion of these assertion in the response SHOULD be in the order of the chain, with the declaration linking directly to the
Declaration of Identity in the request first.

(An) optional SAML Assertion(s) for a Declaration of Attributes can be present in the SAML Response. This SHALL be present if other
Attributes than those carrying IDs are provided by the AIP, this assertion MUST share the same transient identifier as the Declaration of
Authorisation Information it is declares attributes for and contains

a Generic eID attribute statement
one attribute statement containing other requested attributes.

All attributes provided outside of the generic eID attribute statement(s) MUST be encrypted.

Attribute Statement for Declaration of Authorisation Information

The attribute statement contains the following encrypted attributes.

SAML Attribute 0..n Description

DeprecatedLegalSubjectID 0..n See Core data elements. Used only during migration of identifiers. If type is PseudoID one for
every recipient.

DeprecatedLegalSubjectIDType 0..1 See Core data elements. Used only during migration of identifiers.

DeprecatedActingSubjectID 0..1 See Core data elements. Used only during migration of eHerkenning.

DeprecatedActingSubjectIDType 0..1 See Core data elements. Used only during migration of eHerkenning.

ServiceID 1..n See Core data elements.

ServiceRestrictions 0..1 See Core data elements. (future, not supported for now).

Rules for processing responses

A responding AIP:

SHALL sign each enclosed Assertion as well as the Response (and/or the enclosing ArtifactResponse).
SHALL set the   in the Declaration of Authorisation Information to the value 'true' if the user indicated thisAuthorisationChainComplete
to be the final Authorisation Information to be used; to the value 'false' otherwise.

Only in use cases involving a chain authorization can the ‘AuthorizationChainComplete’ flag be set to false; In such a
scenario the AIP MUST let the user choose the Subject it want to represent. The AIP SHALL create multiple Declaration of
Authorization Information, each with a new transient identifier, which are linked to the preceding Declaration of Identity or
Declaration of Authorisation Information and return all assertions. 

SHALL use the transientID from the SubjectID in the broker's request as the SubjectID in the Response..
SHALL provide an ID for the LegalSubject to any relying party in the IntendedAudience of the request, as an EncryptedID in a
SubjectConfirmation per recipient.
In case an SP only accepts "transient" identifiers (and not pseudoIDs) for the requested Service according to the Service Catalogue,
the AIP SHALL NOT provide a pseudoID for that SP.
In case an SP accepts both "transient" and pseudoIDs for the requested Service according to the Service Catalogue, the AIP MUST
let the user select whether or not to provide a pseudoID for that SP. 
In case an IntendedAudience is no relying SP for the request, the AIP SHALL always provide an ID (as that IntendedAudience will
act as another AIP or AP/SIP, thus requires a persistent identifier).
SHALL link the Declaration of Authorisation Information to the effective Declaration of Identity/Authorisation Information from the
request.
MAY provide attributes as requested per the Service Catalogue, possible limited to those specified within the request. If attributes 
are provided, the resulting Declaration of Attribute SHALL have the same transient ID as and SHALL be linked to the Declaration of
Authorisation Information in the same Response.
SHALL encrypt IDs and attributes to those IntendedAudiences eligible to receive those IDs/attributes according to the requested
Service and information retrieved from the Service Catalogue. The AIP SHALL match certificates to entityIDs of recipients prior to
encrypting the data using the certificate to obtain the recipients public key and only certificates listed for the purpose of encryption in
the Service Catalogue or SAML Metadata of an SSODescriptor for that recipient SHALL be used.

 

A receiving Broker:

SHALL verify the response matches with the Request responded to.
SHALL validate all signatures to be valid before further processing any response. Message (elements) must be signed using a
certificate as listedin the SAML metadata for the purpose of signing for an AttributeAuthorityDescriptor of the responding AIP.
SHALL verify the structure of the Response and verify the contents of any unencrypted element.
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SHALL verify the contents of unencrypted elements fulfil the Request.
SHALL verify the Declaration of Authorisation Information is linked to the effective Declaration of Identity/Authorisation Information
from the request, as per .SAML specific security
SHALL verify that a Declaration of Attribute in the response is linked to the Declaration of Authorisation Information as per SAML

, if a DoA was provided.specific security
SHALL NOT query any other AIP if the AuthorisationChainComplete flag is set in the Declaration of Authorisation Information in the
response.
SHALL use the transientID of the Subject of the Declaration of Authorisation Information Assertion in further queries to any AP/ SIP 
regarding the effective Subject.
MAY use the ProvidedAttributes of the "generic" statement in a Declaration of Attributes to refine further Requests for Declaration of
Attributes (AttributeQueries).

 

 

 

K3: Interface Service Provider – eID Broker
This chapter specifies the interface between Service Provider and eID Broker in which all required Declarations are requested and provided.
The interface is compliant with the WebSSO profile, but also allows for more advanced features for more demanding Service Providers.
N.B. an interface for gathering additional Declarations for an already authenticated subject will be specified in a future version.

Request
This request is implemented as a SAML AuthnRequest.

Element/@Attribute 0..n Description

@ID 1 MUST identify the message uniquely within the scope of the sender and receiver for a period
of at least 12 months.

@Version 1 MUST be "2.0".

@IssueInstant 1 Time of issuing of the request.

@Destination 1 URL of the eID Broker where the request is sent.

@Consent 0 Shall not be used.

@ForceAuthn 0..1 If not present or false, SSO may be executed. If present and true, a new authentication is
enforced.

@IsPassive 0..1 If present must be false.

@ProtocolBinding 0..1  

@AssertionConsumerServiceIndex 0..1 If present MUST refer by index to an endpoint entry in SAML metadata.
SHALL NOT be present if  is present.@AssertionConsumerServiceURL
If neither  or  is present,@AssertionConsumerServiceIndex @AssertionConsumerServiceURL
the default endpoint from metadata MUST be used.

@AssertionConsumerServiceURL 0..1 If present, URL MUST point to a SAML endpoint.
SHALL NOT be present if  is present.@AssertionConsumerServiceIndex

@AttributeConsumingServiceIndex 0..1 If present, MUST refer to an entry in the Service Catalogue. When not present a default
reference to an entry in the Service Catalogue, established out of band between SP and
Broker, MAY be assumed.

@ProviderName 0 Shall not be used.

<Issuer> 1 MUST contain EntityID of the SP. See .Entity identifiers

@NameQualifier 0 Shall not be used.

@SPNameQualifier 0 Shall not be used.

@Format 0 Shall not be used.

@SPProviderID 0 Shall not be used.

<Signature> 1 See .SAML specific security

<Extensions> 0 Shall not be used.
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<Subject> 0 Shall not be used.

<NameIDPolicy> 0 Shall not be used.

<Conditions> 0 Shall not be used.

<RequestedAuthnContext> 0..1 Optionally; if specified can be used to request a lower Level of Assurance than specified in
the Service Satalogue, for instance to allow read-only access to a Service.
If specified, the broker summary response SHALL communicate the detailed LoA, rather than
unspecified.

  @Comparison 1 MUST use the value "minimum".

  <AuthnContextClassRef> 1 MUST be one of the following requested Levels of Assurance:
urn:eid-stelsel-nl:LoA:classes:LoA1,  urn: LoA:classes:LoA2,  urn: :Leid-stelsel-nl: eid-stelsel-nl
oA:classes:LoA3,  urn: LoA:classes:LoA4eid-stelsel-nl:

<Scoping> 0 Shall not be used.

Rules for processing requests

A requesting SP:

SHALL sign the <AuthnRequest> (and/or the enclosing <ArtifactResponse>).
MAY use the @AttributeConsumingServiceIndex to indicate the Service requested.
MAY use the <RequestedAuthnContext> to indicate a requested level of , optionally lower than the LoA listed in the Service
Catalogue for the requested Service. Using the <RequestedAuthnContext> indicates the SP can accept/process the LoA in the
<AuthnContextClassRef> in the response as well.

A responding Broker:

SHALL only process requests from contracted SPs.
SHALL validate all signatures to be valid before further processing any request. Message (elements) MUST be signed using a
certificate as listed in the Service Catalog for the purpose of signing for a SPSSODescriptor of the requesting SP.
SHALL verify the structure and contents of the request.
SHALL request authentication, authorization, sectorIDs and attributes on behalf of the SP, as applicable to the requested Service
and User's choices.

Response
This response, containing a Summary Assertion, is implemented as a  containing one  containing (in thisSAML Response SAML Assertion
order) one authentication statement and optionally one attribute statement containing other requested attributes.

Element/@Attribute 0..n Description

@ID 1 MUST identify the message uniquely within the scope of the sender and receiver for a period of at least 12
months.

@InResponseTo 1 MUST contain the @  of the request message to which this message is a response.ID

@Version 1 MUST be “2.0”.

@IssueInstant 1 Time of issuing of the response.

@Destination 1 URL of the receiver where the response is sent.

@Consent 0 SHALL not be used.

<Issuer> 1 MUST contain EntityID of the sender of the response. See Entity identifiers

  @NameQualifier 0 Shall not be used.

  @SPNameQualifier 0 Shall not be used.

  @Format 0 Shall not be used.

  @SPProviderID 0 Shall not be used.

<Signature> 0..1 See SAML specific security
When communicated within a ArtifactResolveResponse the signature on the SAML:Response MAY be
omitted, since the parent message already guarantees the integrity.

<Extensions> 0 Shall not be used.

<Status> 1  
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  <StatusCode> 1  

    @Value 1 If not “success” additional information should be provided. See  .Error Handling

    <StatusCode> 0..1 Only present if top-level StatusCode is not “success”

      @Value 1  

  <StatusMessage> 0..1 Only present if top-level StatusCode is not “success”

  <StatusDetail> 0..1 Only present if top-level StatusCode is not “success”

<Assertion> 0..1 Contains the  that is delivered in the response. See below.<Assertion>

<EncryptedAssertion> 0 Shall not be used.

Broker summary Assertion

This paragraph describes a Broker summary <Assertion>

Element/@Attribute 0..n Description

@ID 1 MUST identify the  uniquely within the scope of the  for a period of at least 12<Assertion> <Issuer>
months.

@Version 1 MUST be "2.0".

@IssueInstant 1 Time of issuing of the Assertion.

<Issuer> 1 MUST contain EntityID of the  of the <  (will be the Broker). See .<Issuer> Assertion> Entity identifiers

  @NameQualifier 0 Shall not be used.

  @SPNameQualifier 0 Shall not be used.

  @Format 0 Shall not be used.

  @SPProviderID 0 Shall not be used.

<Signature> 1 See  SAML specific security.

<Subject> 1  

  <BaseID> 0 Shall not be used.

  <NameID> 0..1 Only present if SP/User chooses "anonymous" identification.

  <EncryptedID> 0..1  Contains the persistent identifier of the (Legal) Subject, unless SP/User chooses "anonymous"
identification.

  <SubjectConfirmation> 1 Contains the SubjectConfirmation conform the WebSSO profile

    @Method 1 urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:cm:bearer

   
<SubjectConfirmationData>

1  

      @Recipient 1 The entity to which an attesting entity can present the assertion, in the form of an EntityID. 

      @NotOnOrAfter 1  

<Conditions> 1  

  @NotBefore 1  

  @NotOnOrAfter 0..1  

  <Condition> 0 Shall not be used.

  <AudienceRestriction> 1 Identifies the party that is intended to receive and process this < .Assertion>

  <Audience> 1 Contains the EntityID for a party. See  .Entity identifiers

  <OneTimeUse> 0..1 If present MUST be false.

  <ProxyRestriction> 0 Shall not be used.

<AuthnStatement> 1  
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  @AuthnInstant 1 Time of authentication.

  @SessionIndex 0..1 Optional

  <AuthnContext> 1  

   
<AuthnContextClassRef>

1 By default contains the value; urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:ac:classes:unspecified
When detail is explicitly requested (see AuthnRequest SP-Broker); contains the LoA;
 urn:eid-stelsel-nl:LoA:classes:LoA1
 urn:eid-stelsel-nl:LoA:classes:LoA2
 urn:eid-stelsel-nl:LoA:classes:LoA3
 urn:eid-stelsel-nl:LoA:classes:LoA4

<AttributeStatement> 0..1 Contains all EncryptedAttribute(s) about the (Legal) subject. In case of Representation, SHALL
include the (Deprecated)ActingSubjectID(Type) attributes of the acting Subject.

<Advice> 0..1  

  <AssertionIDRef> 0 Shall not be used.

  <AssertionURIRef> 0 Shall not be used.

  <Assertion> 0..n SHOULD contains the original <Assertion> elements this assertion is composed off. Alternative ways
to provide the underlying Assertions MAY be agreed between SP and Broker.

  <EncryptedAssertion> 0 Shall not be used.

Rules for processing responses

On a successful authentication the broker must generate a 'Summary Assertion' based on the Assertions gathered during the authentication
process, using following processing rules;

A responding Broker:

SHALL sign the enclosed <Assertion> as well as the <Response> (and/or the enclosing <ArtifactResponse>).
SHALL provide a Subject, by copying the value from the SubjectConfirmation EncryptedID as specified for the relying party (NB the
Broker does not know the value of the subject, but can determine the correct encryptedID based on recipient of the KeyInfo, which
should correspond to the entityID of the Service Provider).

In default Authentication this value is copied from the Declaration of Identity.
In representation scenario's this value is copied from the last Declaration of Authorization.
If a Declaration of SectorID is present for the Subject of the last Declaration of Authoirzation, this value is copied from that
declaration if it concerns the effective Legal Subject.
If ID is present and the SP supports receiving transient identifiers the transient ID SHALL be used as Subject.no Encrypted  

SHALL by default fill the value  If the SP or thethe AuthnContextClassRef with 'urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:ac:classes:unspecified'.
AuthnRequest explicitly requested a detailed LoA (see under Request above), the applicable LoA SHALL be give as 'urn:eid-stelsel-

', etc... nl:LoA:classes:LoA1 The effective Level of Assurance based on the combination of LoA for Authentication, LoA for
Representation and LoA for SectorID can differ per Service Provider. The Broker does a suggestion as to the LoA effective for the
authentication for the SP by employing the following processing rules: The authorization chain will be evaluated, the lowest LoA
within the chain will determine the LoA for the Summary Assertion. Declartions of Attributes will be left out of this equation.
SHALL copy all encrypted attributes from the Declaration providing the Subject. This step SHALL be repeated for all Assertions gath
ered during the Authentication process who have the transient Subject.NameID in common with the Assertion that provided the
Subject. In case of representation as a last step the encrypted statements present in the Declaration of Identity will also be copied
under this AttributeStatement (even though they'll never share a transient identifier; the identity of the representative (acting subject)
is considered an characteristic of the represented Subject). 
SHALL provide all <Assertion>s underlying this Response in <Evidence> under <Advice>, unless provided by the Broker to the SP
in a pre-arranged alternative manner. If the underlying <Assertion>s are provided, the Broker than SHALL be able to deliver the
original assertions when presented with the response message for a period of at least 7 years after issuing the response.

Note: For <EncryptedID> and <EncryptedAttributes> elements, only the <EncryptedKey> with the recipient matching the SP's EntityID
SHALL be copied with the <EncryptedData> into the Broker Summary Assertion.

A receiving Service Provider:

SHALL verify the response matches with the Request responded to.
SHALL validate the signature on the Assertion as well as the Response (and/or the enclosing ArtifactResponse). Message
(elements) must be signed using a certificate as listed in the SAML metadata of the Broker for the purpose of signing for an
IDPSSODescriptor of the responding Broker.
SHALL be able to process DeprecatedSubjectID(Type) and SHALL be able to process DeprecatedActingSubjectID(Type) to facilitate
migration or replacements of identifiers.
SHOULD verify the structure and contents of the Response.
SHOULD validate the signature and linking of the Evidence assertions.
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K4: Interface Service Intermediary - Service Provider
This paragraph describes the interface between the Service Intermediary and the Service Provider.

The interface between a service intermediary and a service provider is considered a Machine to Machine (M2M) interface. The
implementation details of this interface will always be specified by the Service Provider. In order to facilitate adoption, eID aims to deliver an
Authorization Solution compatible not only with green field implementation, but also with existing services as already consumed in the field
today. Thus to be interoperable with the wide variety of implementations that exist. Therefore the M2M interface will not specify a technical or
protocol specific implementation but rather a set of principles and ideas. In a later version these design principles will be further illustrated by
including several reference architectures of common service implementations, and how they map with the eID specifications and principles.

There are two core design subjects related to the M2M interface, these concern the use of declarations and the association of these
declaration with (webservice) requests / transactions.

Concerning Declarations and Authorizations:

The following design decision and guidelines specify the origin and use of declarations

An eID Declaration of Authentication, Attribute, SectoralID or Auhtorization can (for 2.0) only exist as a SAML-Assertion. Other
appearances as X509 or JWT hold no value within the eID-scope (as of yet). i.e. To be able to use a PKIO identity within the
scheme, it has to used to build a SAML declaration of Identity.
An eID declaration(s) (authorization chain) can point to a natural as well as a Legal subject. It is not required for an authorization
chain to be able to be traceable to a natural person, within the chain itself.
eID Declaration are obtained from certified trust provider such as eID-IdentityProviders, Sectoral Identity Providers, Attribute
Providers, Brokers and or Authorization Information Providers.
Organization bound certificates can be used as a trustbasis to also generate eID declarations, we call this ‘Self-Declaration’.

A legal subject can employ its PKI-certificate to create a high level DeclarationOfIdentity concering its own Identity.
A legal subject can employ its PKI-certificate to create a high level DeclarationOfAuthorization conveying which parties are
allowed to represent this legal entity
A natural person cannot make use of ‘Self-Declarations’.
Only PKIO certificates, containing an OIN, are considered acceptable as a trustbasis for Self Declaration

Concerning association of the Authorization Token with the Service-Request.

eID-Declaration can be used to ‘add’ security (more precise authorization) to a message by applying them as Authorization/Security Tokens.
To be considered valid Authorization tokens, these eID-declaration have to conform to certain conditions. These condition concern the
concepts of ‘meaningful consent’ and the proof of this consent (to establish ‘non-repudation’).

we mean that the user has to reach a well informed conscience decision concerning whatever or not to consumeWith meaningful consent 
the service. For transactions with high juridical or legal consequences the proces to establish this ‘well informedness’ will have to meet higher
standards than for user actions with a lower impact. For example, accessing relative harmless information like ‘last time visited’, might
require a very implicit informedness like ‘You are logging on to ..’. However, the previous transactions require a more formal 'informedness'
and might even require independent Signature Services.

When the user has reached a informed decision,  about this decision has to be achieved. The preferred way to achieve this non-repudiation
is to associate;

the eID-Declarations, with
the specific Request message used to consume the service, and
the means on how this request message has been established/constructed
In a reliable, proofable and accountable way.

The eID-Declaration give insight in who is consuming the service, on whose behalf, including information which the Service Provider can
use to conduct its authorization decision.

conforms to the input for the (web) service as specified by the ServiceThe specific Request message used to consume the service 
Provider, and therefore does not have to be in a human readable form. This technical message however, should be no more than a perfect
transformation of a users intended action into a format as understood by the service provider.
This ‘service’/intended users action could be anything i.e. ‘logging on’, ‘retrieving last time visited’, ‘declare taxes’, ‘request permit’, ‘retrieve
information from a portal’ etc. The transformed technical message could be anything from a specific SOAP or REST message, to PDF or
ByteArray etc. 

 should be present to provide a proofable and accountableThe means on how this request message has been established/constructed 
link between the first 2 pieces of information; the user and its intended user action, and the resulting technical translation used to consume
the service.

As an example we will visit 1 very simple example to illustrate the above;

A Service Provider offers a SOAP-Web Service as to allow one to request WOZ-information for a certain house.
A Service Intermediary offers a web-site that allows users to consume this service, after having logged on using eID. 
The Service Intermediary informs the users that the process of filling in this information will result in requesting a free WOZ request, for the
specified house, from the responsible municipality.
The Service Intermediary poses the users a set of question such as city, streetname, house number etc. and transform this into a format as
specified by the SP’s WSDL.

Giving the above, the Service Intermediary could satisfy the eID M2M security requirements by;
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Using WS-Security to create a DS-Sig using his own X509 Certificate (3) ensuring integrity over; the Declarations(1) and the payload of the
webservice(2).
By applying its own certificate the SI creates a link to the medium used to consume the webservice request (being SI Web Application). This
application can be audited to verify it correctly satisfies the conditions of;  1.creating an informed consent for the user; In other words,did the
application correctly inform the user he was about to request a WOZ service from the muncipilty.  2. does the resuling SOAP-Request
correctly convecy the users desired action (i.e. can the transformation from user-input to service input be correctly called a 'fair
transformation'; for instance the users inserted 'Kerkstraat 1' did that also result in Kerkstraat 1 being requested by the SP).

The resulting M2M message in this case is a signed SOAP message, which, when the application survives the audit, gives a non-reputeable
proof for the User, Service Intermediary as well as the Service Provider towards the occured digital transaction.
However as mentioned the eID-authorization aims to be technique indepenend, and the same concepts could be applied to virtually all
implementations; such as PDF (pades association), EBMS REST, or perhaps even RPC’s.

Additional notes on security implementations in Machine to Machine interaction;

In some M2M scenario’s, the de facto standard of employing PKIO ( 2-sided TLS, or on message level) is the preferred solution.
The appearance form of the Authorization token in the scenario’s (X509) is not compatible with eID. And therefore these
solution outlines are considered an alternative to eID.
The seemingly low effort solution of PKI combined with its inherent more limited functionality  (no mandates, static attributes
etc.) entices implementations to settle for opportunistic solutions. Such as the use of ‘collection certificates’. A practice even
seen at Digipoort. Where the entire authorization decision is based on the identity of the entity, who from a juridical
perspective, should play no role in the authorization decision. For instance based on the Identity/Certificate of the software
developer, Fiscal Intermediaries or other undesired grouping of different transactions under the same identification
certificate.  
Therefore the eID M2M solution should be considered as the preferred solution outline. Only in scenario’s where PKIO or
other solutions are able to  support all of the intended user scenario’s, and offer a significant easier implementationfully
should they be considered.

 

K5: Interface eID Broker – SectorID Provider
This chapter specifies the interface between eID Broker and SectorID Provider in which a Declaration of SectorID and optionally a
Declaration of Attribute is requested and provided.

Request
This request is implemented as a SAML  .AttributeQuery

Rules for processing requests

A requesting Broker:

SHALL sign the AttributeQuery (and/or the enclosing ArtifactResponse)
SHALL include the applicable Certificates of IntendedAudiences, including those of the initiating SP and other applicable SPs in case
of a request from a SI.
SHALL send the Declaration of Identity and – if applicable – preceding Declarations of Authorisation Information as Evidence.
SHALL use the transientID of the effective Declaration of Identity or Authorisation Information as SubjectID.
SHALL set the ServiceID in the AttributeQuery with the ID of the Service(Set) as requested by the SP, even if that is an instance of a
shared or abstract service.
If applicable, MUST fill the RequestedAttributes to reflect the attributes  that are requested by the SP, but have not yet been
retrieved yet (through previous requests to IDPs/APs)

A receiving SIP:

SHALL validate all signatures to be valid before further processing any request. Message (elements) must be signed using a
certificate as listed in the SAML metadata for the purpose of signing for a SPSSODescriptor of the requesting Broker.
SHALL verify the structure and contents of the request.
SHALL verify the Evidence in the request, this verification shall include validation of signatures over the Evidence Assertions and
linking of Declarations of Authorisation Information.
SHALL use the ServiceID extension to retrieve the applicable information from the Service Catalogue. It shall use the (minimum)
LoA, NameIDFormat, requestedAttributes and SP entityID(s) from the Service Catalogue to select (allowed) applicable content for
the response. 
SHALL only provide a Sector ID to those entities entitled to receive such an SectorID, based on applicable criteria for the SectorID.
SHALL identify the effective SubjectID based upon the EncryptedID in the SubjectConfirmation of the Evidence Assertion, using the
Recipient of the EncryptedKey to select the applicable EncryptedID (in case of a pseudoID) 

Response
This response is implemented as a  with one or two s, containing a Declaration of SectorID and optionally aSAML response SAML Assertion
Declaration of Attribute.  One SAML Assertion for Declaration of SectorID shall always be present, with (in this order):

https://wiki.eherkenning.nl/display/1WMEE/AttributeQuery
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the Generic eID attribute statement
optionally one attribute statement specific to the Declaration of SectorID.

All attributes provided outside of the generic eID attribute statement must be encrypted.

N.B. the transient identifier in the   of the Declaration(s) MUST be the same as the   of the Declaration (either a<Subject> <Subject>
Declaration of Identity or a Declaration of Authorisation Information) describing the identity of the actor for whom this Declaration of SectorID
and Declaration of Attribute declare attributes.

Attribute Statement for Declaration of SectorID

The attribute statement contains the following encrypted attributes. This attribute statement SHALL only be present if a deprecated SectorID
is applicable.

SAML Attribute 0..n Description

DeprecatedSectorID 1 See Core data elements.

DeprecatedSectorIDType 1 See Core data elements.

Declaration of Attributes

An optional, second SAML Assertion for a Declaration of Attributes MAY be present in the SAML Response. This will be present if other
Attributes than those carrying IDs are provided by the SIP and consist of:

the Generic eID attribute statement
one attribute statement containing other requested attributes.

Rules for processing a response

A responding SIP:

SHALL sign each enclosed Assertion as well as the Response (and/or the enclosing ArtifactResponse).
SHALL provide a SectorID for the LegalSubject to any eligible relying party in the IntendedAudience of the request, as an
EncryptedID in a SubjectConfirmation per recipient.
SHALL use the same transient ID in the Declaration of SectorID and SHALL link the the DoSI to the effective Declaration of
Identity/Authorisation Information of the effective SubjectID from the request.
MAY provide attributes as requested in the request, or as per the Service Catalogue in case the request holds no
RequestedAttributes. If attributes are provided, the resulting Declaration of Attribute SHALL have the same transient ID as and
SHALL be linked to the effective Declaration of Identity/Authorisation Information for the SubjectID from the request.
SHALL encrypt IDs and attributes to those IntendedAudience eligible to receive those IDs/attributes according to the requested
Service and information retrieved from the Service Catalogue and applicable regulations specific for the SectorID. The SIP SHALL
match certificates to entityIDs of recipients prior to encrypting the data using the certificate to obtain the recipients public key and
only certificates listed for the purpose of encryption in the Service Catalogue or SAML Metadata of an SSODescriptor for that
recipient SHALL be used.

A receiving Broker:

SHALL verify the response matches with the Request responded to.
SHALL validate all signatures to be valid before further processing any response. Message (elements) must be signed using
certificates listed in the SAML metadata for the purpose of signing for a AttributeAuthorityDescriptor of the responding SIP.
SHALL verify the structure of the Response and verify the contents of any unencrypted element.
SHALL verify the that contents of unencrypted elements fulfil the Request.
SHALL verify the Declaration of SectorID is linked to the effective Declaration of Identity/Authorisation Information, as per SAML

.specific security
SHALL verify that a Declaration of Attribute is linked to the effective Declaration of Identity/Authorisation Information, as per SAML

, if a DoA was provided. specific security
 MUST use the ProvidedAttributes of the "generic" statement in a Declaration of Attributes to refine further Requests for Declaration

of Attributes (AttributeQueries).

  

 

K7: Interface Identity Provider / Authorization Information Provider –
Scheme Authority
This chapter specifies the interface between Identity Provider or Authorization Information Provider and Scheme Authority in which different
types of pseudonyms are requested and provided.The interface K7 (IDP/AIP - Scheme Authority) deviates from the general specifications.
No SAML is used for this interface, only a SOAP WebService is used in this interface specification. Non-SAML items from the general
specifications apply though (e.g. transport security).
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Web service

The Scheme Authority MUST expose two web services and SHALL publish the corresponding WSDL document(s).

Message level security

The body of both request and response MUST be signed with a WS-Security header containing an XML Signature based on the PKIO
certificate.

See  for further requirements on signing.Message security

Request

Consists of a PseudonymRequest message in the SOAP body of the request message. XML Schema to be defined.

Element/@Attribute 0..n Description

@DateTime 1 Time of issuing of the request.

@PseudonymVersion 1 Version identifier of the pseudonym scheme.

@PseudonymType 1 Code indicating the type of pseudonym requested. Valid values are "Polymorph" and "Encrypted".

<BSN> 0..1 9 digit sector ID for Dutch citizens. If provided at least one other element must be provided. If not provided
at least   and  must be provided.<FirstName> <FamilyName>

 <A-nummer> 0..1  10 digit primary key of the BRP.

<FirstName> 0..1 Text max 70. Must be present together with either  or . If not provided at<FamilyName> <MariedName>
least   must be provided.<BSN>
An empty value can be used to specify the current subject has not registered a firstname in the BRP.

<AdditionalInitials> 0..1 Text max 16.

<FamilyName> 0..1 Text max 70. Must be present together with .<FirstName>

<MariedName> 0..1 Text max 70. Must be present together with .<FirstName>

<DateOfBirth> 0..1 Date

<PlaceOfBirth> 0..1 Text max 35.
NB For Dutch places of birth this value SHOULD correspond to the exact value as listed in table 33 of the
logic design of the BRP
https://www.bprbzk.nl/dsresource?objectid=4789&type=org. SHOULD not be used for foreign places of
birth.

<PostalCode> 0..1 Text max 16. Must be present together with  and .<HouseNoExt> <Country>

<HouseNoExt> 0..1 Text max 16. Must be present together with  and .<PostalCode> <Country>

<Country> 0..1 Country code according to . Must be present together with  and ISO 3166-1 alpha-3 < >PostalCode <HouseN
.>oExt

<Address> 0..1 Text max 64. Free format field, which can be used to specify the current address within a single field.  

N.B. Only providing name related attributes are not deemed to identify a subject uniquely. Additional information must be provided. In
general: the more information is provided in the request, the more chance of a unique match.

Response

Consists of a PseudonymResponse message in the SOAP body of the response message. XML Schema to be defined.

Element/@Attribute 0..n Description

@DateTime 1 Time of issuing of the response.

<ResponseCode> 1 Code indicating the status of the response. See below for valid values.

<Pseudonym> 0..1  

   @PseudonymType 1 Code indicating the type of pseudonym that is provided. Valid values are "Polymorph" and "Encrypted".

   @ VersionPseudonym 1 Version identifier of the pseudonym scheme.

   @ ValuePseudonym 1 Base64 encoded value of the pseudonym.

https://wiki.eherkenning.nl/display/eid/Message+security
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ResponseCodes

The following response codes are used to indicate the status of a response.

ResponseCode Description

OK Pseudonym is provided. Request resulted in a unique match.

NotEnoughInfo Request rejected. Provided information may resolve to a unique match, but not enough assurance (e.g. against
typos) can be established.

NotUnique Request rejected. Provided information results in more than one match.

NotFound Request rejected. Provided information results in zero matches.

AuthenticationError Request rejected. Signature invalid.

SyntaxError Request rejected. Request invalid.

K8: Interface eID Broker – Attribute Provider
This chapter specifies the interface between eID Broker and Attribute Provider in which a Declaration of Attribute is requested and provided.

Request
This request is implemented as a SAML  .AttributeQuery

Rules for processing requests

A requesting Broker:

SHALL sign the AttributeQuery (and/or the enclosing ArtifactResponse)
SHALL send the Declaration that holds the identity of the subject for which the attribute(s) are requested as Evidence. Additional
Declarations in the Authorisation Chain MUST be provided as well.
SHALL use the transientID of the effective Declaration of Identity or Authorization Information as SubjectID.
SHALL set the ServiceID in the AttributeQuery with the ID of the Service(Set) as requested by the SP, even if that is an instance of a
shared or abstract service.
MAY set RequestedAttributes to override the attributes requested (as indicated in the Service Catalog), to accommodate for
attributes already received in another Declaration.

A receiving Attribute Provider:

SHALL validate all signatures to be valid before further processing any request. Message (elements) must be signed using a
certificate as listed in the SAML metadata for the purpose of signing for a SPSSODescriptor of the requesting Broker.
SHALL verify the structure and contents of the request.
SHALL verify the Evidence in the request, this verification SHALL include validation of signatures over the Evidence Assertions and
linking of Declarations of Authorisation Information.
SHALL use the ServiceID extension to retrieve the applicable information from the Service Catalog. It shall use  requestedAttributes
and SP entityID(s) from the Service Catalog to select applicable content for the response. 
SHALL identify the effective SubjectID, this elicited from SubjectConfirmation EncryptedID  as specified for the AP.

In default Authentication scenarios from the Declaration of Identity 
In representation scenario's this value is copied from the 'last' Declaration of Authorization.

Response
The response, containing a Declaration of Attribute, is implemented as a  containing one , containing (in thisSAML Response SAML Assertion
order) the  and one attribute statement containing those requested attributes available and for which the userGeneric eID attribute statement
gave consent.

Rules for processing responses

A responding AP:

SHALL sign the enclosed Assertion as well as the Response (and/or the enclosing ArtifactResponse).
MAY provide attributes as requested per the Service Catalog, limited to those specified within the request in RequestedAttributes if
present or otherwise those specified in the Service Catalogue.
If attributes are provided, the resulting Declaration of Attribute SHALL have the same transient ID as and SHALL be linked to the
effective Declaration of Identity/Authorization Information for the SubjectID from the request.
If no attributes are provided (e.g. unavailable / no user consent), the response SHALL hold an error in the response' status.   
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SHALL encrypt IDs and attributes to those IntendedAudience eligible to receive those IDs/attributes according to the requested
Service and information retrieved from the Service Catalog. The AP SHALL match certificates to entityIDs of recipients prior to
encrypting the data using the certificate to obtain the recipients public key and only certificates listed for the purpose of encryption in
the Service Catalogue of an SPSSODescriptor for that recipient SHALL be used.

A receiving Broker:

SHALL verify the structure of the Response.
SHALL verify that the contents of unencrypted elements fulfil the Request.
SHALL validate all signatures to be valid before further processing any response. Message (elements) must be signed using a
certificate as listed in the SAML metadata for the purpose of signing for a AttributeAuthorityDescriptor of the responding AP.
SHALL verify that a Declaration of Attribute is linked to the effective Declaration of Identity/Authorisation Information, as per SAML

.specific security
MUST use the ProvidedAttributes of the "generic" statement in a Declaration of Attributes to refine further Requests for Declaration
of Attributes (AttributeQueries).

  

Appendix A – XML Schema for Extension elements
 This page lists the XML Schema for the extensions element. See  .Extensions in request

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<xs:schema xmlns:eid="urn:nl:eid-scheme:1.0"
xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:md="urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:metadata"
xmlns:saml="urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:assertion"
xmlns:ds="http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#"
targetNamespace="urn:nl:eid-scheme:1.0" elementFormDefault="qualified"
attributeFormDefault="qualified" version="1.0">

    <xs:import namespace="urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:metadata"
schemaLocation="saml-schema-metadata-2.0.xsd"/>
    <xs:import namespace="urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:assertion"
schemaLocation="saml-schema-assertion-2.0.xsd"/>
    <xs:import namespace="http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#"
schemaLocation="http://www.w3.org/TR/2002/REC-xmldsig-core-20020212/xmldsig-core-sc
hema.xsd"/>

    <xs:element name="AssertionConsumerServiceIndex" type="xs:unsignedShort"/>

    <xs:element name="eIDSchemeVersion" type="xs:string"/>

    <xs:element name="Evidence" type="saml:EvidenceType"/>

    <xs:element name="IntendedAudience">
        <xs:complexType>
            <xs:sequence>
                <xs:element name="AudienceEntityID" type="xs:string"
maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
            </xs:sequence>
        </xs:complexType>
    </xs:element>
 
 <xs:element name="LevelOfAssurance">
  <xs:simpleType>
   <xs:restriction base="xs:string">
    <xs:enumeration value="LoA1"/>
    <xs:enumeration value="LoA2"/>
    <xs:enumeration value="LoA3"/>
    <xs:enumeration value="LoA4"/>
   </xs:restriction>
  </xs:simpleType>

XML schema for Extensions element
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 </xs:element>

 <xs:element name="Representation">
  <xs:simpleType>
   <xs:restriction base="xs:boolean"/>
  </xs:simpleType>
 </xs:element>

 <xs:element name="RequestedAttributes">
  <xs:complexType>
   <xs:sequence>
    <xs:element ref="md:RequestedAttribute" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
   </xs:sequence>
  </xs:complexType>
 </xs:element>

 <xs:element name="RequestType">
  <xs:simpleType>
   <xs:restriction base="xs:string">
    <xs:enumeration value="DeclarationOfAttribute"/>
    <xs:enumeration value="DeclarationOfIdentity"/>
    <xs:enumeration value="DeclarationOfAuthorisation"/>
    <xs:enumeration value="DeclarationOfSectorIdentity"/>
    <xs:enumeration value="Declarations"/>
   </xs:restriction>
  </xs:simpleType>
 </xs:element>

 <xs:element name="ServiceID" type="xs:anyURI"/>



</xs:schema>

Appendix B – example message
To be added before 2.0
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